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Abstract 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive medical imaging technique 

for assessing the cross-sectional images of an object in terms of attenuation. As it is designed 

based on the physical processes involved in the x-ray and matter interactions, faithfully 

modeling the physics in the reconstruction procedure can yield accurate attenuation 

distribution of the scanned object. Otherwise, unrealistic physical assumptions can result in 

unwanted artifacts in reconstructed images. For example, the current reconstruction 

algorithms assume the photons emitted by the x-ray source are mono-energetic. This 

oversimplified physical model neglects the poly-energetic properties of the x-ray source and 

the nonlinear attenuations of the scanned materials, and results in the well-known beam-

hardening artifacts (BHAs). The purpose of this work was to incorporate the poly-energetic 

nature of the x-ray spectrum and then to eliminate BHAs. By accomplishing this, I can 

improve the image quality, enable the quantitative reconstruction ability of the single-

spectrum CT scanner, and potentially reduce unnecessary radiation dose to patients. 

In this thesis, in order to obtain accurate spectrum for poly-energetic reconstruction, 

I first presented a novel spectral estimation technique, with which spectra across a large 

range of angular trajectories of the imaging field of view can be estimated with a single 

phantom and a single axial acquisition. The experimental results with a 16 cm diameter 

cylindrical phantom (composition: ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene [UHMWPE]) 
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on a clinical scanner showed that the averaged absolute mean energy differences and the 

normalized root mean square differences with respect to the actual spectra across kVp 

settings (i.e., 80, 100, 120, 140) and angular trajectories were less than 0.61 keV and 3.41%, 

respectively 

With the previous estimation of the x-ray spectra, three poly-energetic reconstruction 

algorithms are proposed for different clinical applications. The first algorithm (i.e., poly-

energetic iterative FBP [piFBP]) can be applied to routine clinical CT exams, as the spectra of 

the x-ray source and the nonlinear attenuations of diverse body tissues and metal implant 

materials are incorporated to eliminate BHAs and to reduce metal artifacts. The simulation 

results showed that the variation range of the relative errors of various tissues across 

different phantom sizes (i.e., 16, 24, 32, and 40 cm in diameter) and kVp settings (80, 100, 120, 

140) were reduced from [-7.5%, 17.5%] for conventional FBP to [-0.1%, 0.1%] for piFBP, while 

the noise was maintained at the same low level (about [0.3%, 1.7%]). 

When iodinated contrast agents are involved and patient motions are not readily 

correctable (e.g., in myocardial perfusion exam), a second algorithm (i.e., poly-energetic 

simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique [pSART]) can be applied to eliminate BHAs 

and to quantitatively determine the iodine concentrations of blood-iodine mixtures with our 

new technique. The phantom experiment on a clinical CT scanner indicated that the 

maximum absolute relative error across material inserts was reduced from 4.1% for 

conventional simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique [SART] to 0.4% for pSART. 
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Extending the work beyond minimizing BHAs, if patient motions are correctable or 

negligible, a third algorithm (i.e., poly-energetic dynamic perfusion algorithm [pDP]) is 

developed to retrieve iodine maps of any iodine-tissue mixtures in any perfusion exams, 

such as breast, lung, or brain perfusion exams. The quantitative results of the simulations 

with a dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom indicated that the maximum error of 

iodine concentrations can be reduced from 1.1 mg/cc for conventional FBP to less than 0.1 

mg/cc for pDP. 

Two invention disclosure forms based on the work presented in this thesis have been 

submitted to Office of Licensing & Ventures of Duke University. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Computed Tomography and Physics Modeling 

In 1895, a German physicist W. C. Röentgen produced and detected electromagnetic 

radiation in a wavelength range today known as x-rays or Röentgen rays [1, ]. Because of 

this achievement, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901. After nearly 80 years, 

G. N. Hounsfield made use of x-ray and designed the first x-ray computed tomography (CT) 

scanning system, which won him the Nobel Prize in 1979. Since then advances in hardware 

technology [1], such as slip-ring gantry designs and helical scanning trajectories, has enabled 

modern day acquisition of an entire volume of CT data in a few seconds.  

This evolution of the hardware was paralleled by new developments in image 

reconstruction algorithms. There is a growing interest in developing new reconstruction 

algorithms to improve the image quality and reduce x-ray dose by faithfully modeling the 

physics of the CT scanner system into the reconstruction procedure. Generally, physics 

models are developed to mitigate four possible causes of image quality loss [3] : blur, 

Compton scatter, noise, and beam hardening (BH) effect. 

1) The loss of the spatial resolution can be caused by several ignored physical aspects of the 

CT system, such as the finite size of the system components [4] (e.g., the focal spot size, 

the voxel size, detector size, and x-ray beam width) and the detector properties [5] (e.g., 
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crosstalk and afterglow). Recent algorithms can account for the finite size effects and 

detector properties via new ray-tracing methods (e.g., distance-driven [6] or separable 

footprint [4] and realistic detector models [5, 7-9]. 

2) The influence of the Compton scatter has been steadily growing in x-ray CT due to the 

increase of the detector size [1], which significantly decrease image contrast-to-noise 

ratio. Compton scatter can be reduced either by scatter reduction techniques and scatter 

measurement techniques. The former ones can be implemented by judicious selection of 

imaging geometry (e.g., using long air gaps or anti-scatter grids [10]). The latter ones can 

be further categorized to measurement-based approaches [11, 12], projection-based 

approaches [13, 14], and Monte-Carlo-based approaches [15, 16]. With the improvement 

of computing ability, there is great potential to integrate the Monte-Carlo-based 

approaches into the iterative reconstruction to quickly estimate the scatter and correct 

the target volume. 

3) Noise models for x-ray CT reconstruction are also important especially for low dose 

scans. There are numerous sources of noise, such as fluctuations due to x-ray source [17], 

x-ray photon interactions in the object and detector [2], and electronic circuits [18]. 

Though the statistical properties of these noise sources are complex, most of the 

algorithms seem likely to continue using simple approximations [19, 20], such as the 

Poisson + Gaussian model or the standard Poisson model. 
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4) One important physics property of the CT scanner that has been largely neglected by the 

current reconstruction algorithms is the poly-energetic nature of the x-ray spectrum. If 

not correctly modeled, it can result in strong artifacts known as beam hardening (e.g., 

cupping or streaking) [1, 21, 22]. In addition, the energy distribution of the x-ray photons 

has significant influence on the aforementioned physics models (i.e., the physics models 

of detector, Compton scatter, and noise). Therefore, it is significantly beneficial to model 

the x-ray spectrum and material attenuations into the reconstruction procedure. 

Several approaches have been proposed to incorporate the poly-energetic nature of 

the spectrum into the CT imaging scheme. However, several issues still limit their 

application: 

1) There is no convenient method to accurately estimate or to routinely calibrate the x-ray 

spectrum across angular trajectories of the imaging field of view. 

2) The linearization approaches [1, 23-28] are fast, but can only reduce visible artifacts and 

have limited quantitative reconstruction abilities. 

3) The iterative base material approaches [19, 29-32] are only accurate for limited base 

materials (e.g., water and bone), and they cannot be widely used in clinical practice due 

to slow computational speed. 

4) To retrieve the iodine maps of the perfusion exams, the current reconstruction 

algorithms [29, 33] are limited by the segmentation and registration techniques. 
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5) The dual energy approaches [34-36] are fast and accurate but the sophisticated hardware 

and cost limit their applications. 

In view of the importance of modeling spectrum in reconstruction and the 

limitations of the current poly-energetic approaches, this thesis aims to develop several 

novel quantitative poly-energetic reconstruction schemes for single spectrum CT scanners to 

obtain quantitative reconstruction results. 

1.2 Organization and Contributions 

This chapter discusses the motivation behind this thesis, and concludes with an 

outline of the organization and contributions of this thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the 

background knowledge related with this thesis including x-ray computed tomography, x-ray 

physics, reconstruction algorithm, beam hardening effect, CT applications, and the 

developed GPU-based simulation platform. The main novel contributions of this thesis lie in 

Chapters 3-6. The connections between the chapters are illustrated in Figure 1-1. Chapter 3 

describes an angle-dependent estimation technique of x-ray spectrum, demonstrating a 

convenient technique to measure the spectra across the angular trajectories of the CT field of 

view. A fast poly-energetic iterative FBP (piFBP) is proposed in Chapter 4, which can be 

applied to general CT exams. For perfusion exams, in order to account for iodine contrast 

agent, two algorithms (i.e., poly-energetic SART [pSART] and poly-energetic dynamic 

perfusion algorithm [pDP]) are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. If the 

pre-contrast projections are not available or usable due to uncorrectable patient motions (e.g., 
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in myocardial perfusion exam), the former one can be applied to retrieve the iodine 

concentrations of any iodine-blood mixtures; otherwise, the latter one can be used to take the 

pre-contrast projections into consideration as prior information to reconstruct the artifact-

free iodine map for any iodine-tissue mixtures (e.g., lung, breast, and brain perfusion exams, 

etc.). Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the accomplished research 

work and a discussion on the future work. 

 

Figure 1-1: Flowchart of the quantitative poly-energetic reconstruction schemes. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Background 

In this chapter, we introduce the necessary background knowledge related to this 

thesis. In Section 2.1, the basic concept of x-ray computed tomography is presented. In 

Section 2.2, the x-ray physics including x-ray generation, x-ray interaction with matter, and 

x-ray detection is discussed. A wildly used reconstruction algorithm (i.e., Filtered 

Backprojection algorithm) is derived in Section 2.3. The beam hardening effect that is caused 

by the inconsistency between the poly-energetic nature of the CT system and the mono-

energetic nature of the reconstruction algorithms is explained in Section 2.4. Finally, some 

CT applications are introduced in Section 2.5. 

2.1 X-ray Computed Tomography 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a noninvasive diagnostic imaging technique. 

This technique involves the acquisition of a series of projection data (called sinogram, Figure 

2-1a) using x-rays from different angles. With the aid of a reconstruction algorithm, the 

sinogram data are reconstructed to yield cross-sectional images of the scanned patient body 

(Figure 2-1b) for diagnostic purposes. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-1: (a) Sinogram, and (b) one slice of the reconstructed cross-sectional 
images of the scanned patient. 

As an x-ray CT scanner is a physical system and it is designed based on x-ray physics 

including the x-ray generation, x-ray-matter interactions, and x-ray detection (Figure 2-2). 

Faithfully modeling the x-ray physics into the reconstruction procedure can theoretically 

yield accurate and reliable images. Therefore, we are going to quickly review the x-ray 

physics in the following section. As our simulations and experiments were conducted based 

on the Somatom Definition Flash (SDF) scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) shown in 

Figure 2-3, some of the unique features of this scanner will also be included. 
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Figure 2-2: CT scanner geometry. 

 

Figure 2-3: Photograph shows Somatom Definition Flash scanner (Siemens 
Healthcare, Germany). 

2.2 X-ray Physics 

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation as are radio waves, microwaves, 

infrared, visible light, and ultraviolet. The wavelength of x-rays ranges from a few 
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picometers to a few nanometers. The energy E is proportional to the frequency ν of the 

photons [1] 

 
1.24c keV nmE h h

 


     2-1 

where h is Plank’s constant (6.63 x 10-34 Js), c is the speed of light in free space (3 x 108 m/s), 

and λ is the wavelength of the x-ray radiation. Therefore, x-ray photons with longer 

wavelengths have lower energies than the photons of shorter wavelengths. 

In the following sections, we outline the mechanics that produce x-rays and the types 

of interactions of the x-rays with matter. The common types of x-ray detectors are also 

described. 

2.2.1 X-ray Generation 

As shown in Figure 2-4, a modern x-ray tube consists of a cathode and an anode 

inside a vacuum tube. 
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Figure 2-4: Schematic over view of a modern x-ray tube and its components. 
Source: http://whs.wsd.wednet.edu/faculty/busse/mathhomepage/busseclasses/radiation 
physics/lecturenotes/chapter6/chapter6.html. 

In the x-ray tube, the source of electrons is the cathode, which consists of a helical 

filament made up of tungsten wire. By the high potential difference between the cathode and 

anode, the electrons are accelerated across the tube from the filament of the cathode to the 

target anode. When electrons are retarded by the anode, the strong interactions between 

electrons and the atoms of anode result in x-ray radiation. The potential difference between 

the cathode and anode determines the spectrum of the generated x-ray. 

The generation process of x-rays is very inefficient, as most of the kinetic energy is 

converted into heat (over 99%), which can increase the temperature of the target 

substantially (i.e., 2600℃). To avoid melting the target, high-melting point materials, most 

commonly tungsten (W, Z=74, melting point 3,422℃), are usually used as the target materials. 

Besides, the anode rotates at a high speed (3,000 ~ 10,000 rpm) for efficient thermal dissipation. 
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X-rays produced in an x-ray tube contains two types of radiation, i.e., 

Bremsstrahlung and Characteristic radiation. 

When high-speed electrons are decelerated by atomic nuclei via coulomb’s force, 

partial loss of kinetic energy of the high-speed electrons is converted into photons because of 

energy conservation. This produced electromagnetic radiation is called Bremsstrahlung 

radiation.  

The energy of the emitted radiation depends on the amount of kinetic energy loss of 

the electrons. If an electron does not strongly interact with the atomic coulomb field, only 

low energy bremsstrahlung radiation can be generated. In a rare case, a high-speed electron 

collides directly with nucleus and all of its kinetic energy is converted to a photon with the 

highest energy in the bremsstrahlung spectrum. For instance, if an x-ray tube operates at 100 

kVp, the highest energy of generated photons is then 100 keV (Figure 2-5 [37] ). However, as 

the chance for this type of interaction is very low, negligible magnitude is observable in the 

x-ray spectrum at that energy. 

The unfiltered bremsstrahlung spectrum presents a ram-shaped relationship 

between the number and the energy of the x-ray photons. The inherent filtration and bowtie 

filters gradually remove the lower-energy x-rays, and result in harder x-rays. 
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Figure 2-5: The bremsstrahlung energy distribution for a 100 kVp acceleration 
potential [2]. 

Another interesting interaction occurs when an electron collides with one of the 

inner-shell electrons of the target atom (Figure 2-5). If the kinetic energy of the high-speed 

electron is larger than the binding energy of the inner-shell electron, the inner-shell electron 

will be ejected from the inner shell of the atom. The vacancy will be quickly filled by an 

electron dropping down from higher levels with characteristic radiation emitted. The 

frequency of the emitted characteristic x-ray can be predicted by the Bohr model. Each 

element has a unique set of energy levels, therefore the x-rays produced by the transition 

from higher to lower energy levels have frequencies characterized by that element.  

Sometimes, instead of radiating a single x-ray photon, an atom with an electron 

vacancy in the innermost (K) shell can eject one or more electrons. This phenomenon is 

known as the Auger effect and the ejected electrons are called Auger electrons. This process 

competes with the characteristic x-ray production. 
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The SDF scanner employs a novel flying focal spot acquisition scheme (Figure 2-6), 

which can deflect the electron beam to make the focal spot periodically wobble both in the 

longitudinal direction (z direction) and in the radial direction. Therefore, the number of 

simultaneously acquired slices can be doubled to improve the longitudinal resolution and 

reduce the spiral artifacts. Detail information of this technique can be found in these 

literatures [38-40]. 

  

Figure 2-6: The focal spot wobbles between four different positions on the anode 
plate controlled by an electromagnetic deflection system [38]. 

2.2.2 X-ray Interaction with Matter 

The wavelengths of x-rays are comparable to the sizes of the atoms and hence x-rays 

can strongly interact with an atom. For the x-rays with energy from 50 eV to 1GeV, the major 

interaction processes are coherent (Rayleigh) scattering, Compton scattering, photoelectric 

effect, and electron-positron pair production. The probability for other interactions, such as 

photonuclear absorption, is very small, so they are disregarded in this thesis. 
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Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering is the process by which a x-ray photon (about 10 keV) 

interacts with the bound atomic electrons without excitation of the target atom. The scattered 

photon has the same energy as that of the incident photon. In this type of interaction, 

negligible energy is transferred and no ionization occurs. The main effect is that the direction 

of propagation is changed (Figure 2-7). 

 

Figure 2-7: Illustration of the coherent scattering [41]. 

For coherent scattering, the atomic differential cross section (DCS) per unit solid 

angle can be approximated as 
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where 𝑟𝑒 is the classical electron radius, 𝜃 is the polar scattering angle as shown in Figure 2-7, 

and 𝐹(𝑞,𝑍) is the atomic form factor [42]. The atomic form factor is the Fourier transform of 

a spatial density distribution of the scattering electron density 𝜌(𝒓)  from real space to 

momentum space, which characterizes the scattering amplitude of a x-ray photon by an 

isolated atom. 
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In Compton scattering, also called inelastic or non-classical scattering, a photon of 

energy 𝐸  interacts with an atomic electron, which absorbs the photon and re-emits a 

secondary (Compton) photon of energy 𝐸′ in the direction Ω = (𝜃,𝜙) relative to the direction 

of the original photon (Figure 2-8). 

 

Figure 2-8: Illustration of the Compton scattering [41]. 

This scattering occurs when the incident x-ray photon has energy considerably 

higher than the binding energy of an outer-shell (free or valence) electron. The energy loss of 

the incident x-ray photon depends on its initial energy and the angle of deflection. For an 

incident photon of energy 𝐸, the scattered photon energy 𝐸′ can be computed as 
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where 𝑚𝑒 is the rest mass of the election, 𝑐 is the speed of light in free space, and 𝜃 is the 

scattering angle. 

In the photoelectric effect, if the energy of an x-ray photon 𝐸  is larger than the 

binding energy 𝑈𝑖 of the i-th shell in the target atom, this photon may be absorbed by the 

interacting electron, ejecting the electron off from an inner electronic shell deep inside the 
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atom leaving behind a hole. The free electron is called a photoelectron, the kinetic energy of 

which is 𝐸𝑒 = 𝐸 − 𝑈𝑖. The hole will be filled by an electron from a higher-energy-state outer 

shell, generating characteristic x-rays with energy equal to the difference between the two 

energy states. Figure 2-9 illustrates this effect. 

 

Figure 2-9: Illustration of the photoelectric effect [41]. 

The probability of photoelectric effect per unit mass is approximately proportional to 

𝑍3/𝐸3, where 𝑍 is the atomic number of the material and 𝐸 is the energy of the incident 

photon. When the incident photon energy is approximately equals to the binding energy of 

the election, the probability will increase and give rise to the so-called K-edge and L-edge in 

the absorption coefficient. 

Pair production is a form of interaction of x-ray with matter characterized by photon-

nucleus interaction. When the incident x-ray photon has sufficiently large amount of energy 

(> 2𝑚𝑒𝑐2 = 1.02 MeV), it may penetrate the electron cloud and get close to the nucleus. The 

strong electrostatic field of the nucleus interacts with the high-energy photon and generates 

a pair of charged particles: a position and an electron. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 
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2-10. As this effect may occur when the photon energies greatly exceed the 1.02 MeV energy 

threshold, it is not applicable to the diagnostic x-ray imaging. 

 

Figure 2-10: Illustration of the pair production [41]. 

Due to the above interactions, photons are attenuated (i.e., absorbed or scattered) 

when they pass through materials. The change of the photon number follows Beer-Lambert 

law [1], which can be expressed by an exponential relationship for an incident x-ray beam 

with energy ε as 

 ( , )
0( ) ( ) x dlN N e    



,  2-4 

where 𝑁0(ε) and 𝑁(ε) are the incident and transmitted x-ray photon numbers, 𝜇(�⃗�, 𝜀) is the 

attenuation coefficient of the material at location �⃗� and energy ε. The parameter 𝜇(�⃗�, 𝜀) can 

be further expressed as 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )Co Rax x x x         
   

, 2-5 

where 𝜏(�⃗�, 𝜀), 𝜎𝐶𝑜(�⃗�, 𝜀), and 𝜎𝑅𝑎(�⃗�, 𝜀) are the attenuation coefficients due to photoelectric 

effect, Compton scattering, and coherent scattering, respectively. 
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One adverse factor that can degrade the image quality is the scatter radiation due to 

the coherent scattering and Compton scattering. Both of these two scattering processes 

generate secondary photons that have different transportation angles with the primary beam. 

These secondary photons can contaminate the primary transmission data that are used in the 

reconstruction and affect the image quality [1]. The SDF scanner employs several strategies 

[43] to minimize the scatter radiation. For example, anti-scatter collimators (Figure 2-11) are 

used to absorb the photons coming from the other directions. Scatter sensors on either side 

in the z direction of the detector array (Figure 2-11) are placed outside the penumbra of the 

primary x-ray beam to obtain a profile of the magnitude of the scattered radiation, with 

which the scatter radiation can be subtracted from the raw data to correct the measurements. 

 

Figure 2-11: Schematic diagram of the geometry of one detector module used in 
the SDF scanner [43]. The center region consists of the primary detector pixels, positioned 
below the collimator blades of the anti-scatter collimator. The scattered radiation sensors, 
placed on both sides of the primary detector module, are equipped with collimator blades 
as well. The arrows indicate the z direction (row direction) and the fan angle direction 
(channel direction). 
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2.2.3 X-ray Detectors 

An x-ray photon, after going through and interacting with matter, is detected by an 

x-ray detector. X-ray detectors are very important part of an imaging system as they 

determine the quality of an x-ray image. X-ray detectors in CT scanners have experienced 

two generations, i.e., xenon detectors and solid-state detectors [2]. 

The first-generation detectors use nonradioactive xenon gas under high pressure 

(about 25 atm) in long thin cells between two metal plates. Because of the relative low 

density of the xenon gas, a gaseous detector has to be made very thick (e.g., 6 cm) to improve 

detection efficiency. Due to the long and thin ionization plates, the xenon detectors are 

highly directional. Therefore, xenon detectors must be positioned in a fixed orientation with 

respect to the x-ray source.  

When x-rays interact with the xenon gas, induced ions (positive atoms and negative 

electrons) move to the electrodes along the electric field and the electronic charge is collected. 

After being amplified, the electronic signal is digitized with its numerical value directly 

proportional to the intensity of the incident x-ray photons. 

The quantum efficiency of gas detectors is inferior to that of solid-state systems, but 

xenon detectors possess relatively fast decay times, high uniformity of detection sensitivity, 

and long-term stability against radiation damage [44]. They are still being used in some CT 

scanners [2]. 
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The second-generation detectors use solid-state scintillators coupled tightly to a 

photodiode. When struck by x-rays, the scintillator emits visible light, which then reaches 

photodiode and is converted into an electrical signal proportional to the light intensity via 

the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The CT scanner uses energy integrating detector, with 

a behavior that can be expressed via,  

 ( , )
0ln ( ) ( ) x dlp N e d          



, 2-6 

where 𝑝 is the logarithmic transmission measurement, 𝜂(ε) is the absorption ratio of the 

detector. The attenuation coefficient of water at 70 keV is about 0.019208/mm, so the integral 

∫𝜇𝑑𝑙 or transmission measurement 𝑝 in clinical applications ranges from 0 to 10. 

One potential adverse factor of the solid state detector is the electronic noise, which 

is due to the fluctuations within the electronic components of the detector, generally 

following a Gaussian distribution [1]. In order to reduce the influence of the electronic noise, 

the SDF scanner uses a new detector, called Stellar detector (Figure 2-12). This new detector 

directly couples photodiode with ADC instead of connecting the photodiode and analog-to-

digital convertor (ADC) with an analog connection on an external board [45]. Doing so, the 

amount of electronic noise added to the signal via the analog connection can be reduced. 
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Figure 2-12: Photograph shows conventional CT detector module (top) (Somatom 
Definition AS+, Siemens Healthcare) and integrated CT detector module (bottom) (Stellar 
detector, Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare) [45]. 

Solid state detectors typically have better x-ray absorption efficiency since the 

density and effective atomic number of scintillators are substantially higher than those of 

xenon detectors. However, in order to reduce crosstalk between adjacent detector elements, 

it is necessary to maintain a small gap between detector elements, which slightly reduces the 

geometric efficiency. Unlike xenon detectors, because of the flat top surface of solid state 

detectors, they are capable of x-ray detection over a wide range of angles. 

2.3 Filtered Backprojection Algorithm (FBP) 

The x-rays emitted by the x-ray tube spread within a large range (Figure 2-5) and 

have great influence on both x-ray matter interaction (Eq. 2-4) and x-ray detection (Eq. 2-6). 

However, most of the reconstruction algorithms including the widely used Filtered 

Backprojection algorithm (FBP) assume mono-energetic x-ray tube. As such, the poly-
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energetic transmission measurements (Eq. 2-6) can be simplified to a simple linear 

relationship between the measurement and the material attenuation coefficient, i.e., 

 0 0( ) ( , )p x dl   

.  2-7 

As FBP is an important component in our work, we quickly review its basic principles in this 

section. 

Here we assume simple parallel beam geometry (Figure 2-13). The parameter 𝑝(𝑡,𝜃) 

is the projection along the parallel lines at angle 𝜃, i.e., 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( cos sin )p t x y x y s dxdy       .  2-8 

Based on the Fourier slice theorem [1], the Fourier transform of the projection 𝑝(𝑡,𝜃) at angle 

𝜃 equals a line in a two-dimensional Fourier transform of 𝜇(𝑥,𝑦) taken at the same angle. 

Therefore, with a series of projections from different angles, we can obtain the complete 

image information in its frequency domain. If polar coordinate system is adopted, the 

inverse two-dimensional Fourier transformation can be expressed in this form, 

 2 ( cos sin )
0

( , ) ( , ) i x yx y d P e d        
 


  ,  2-9 

where 𝑃(𝜔, 𝜃) is the Fourier transform of the projection 𝑝(𝑡, 𝜃) at angle 𝜃. In the above 

equation, 𝑃(𝜔, 𝜃) is first filtered by a ramp-like filter |ω|, and then the result is inversely 

Fourier transformed to backwardly update each voxel. Therefore, this algorithm is called the 

“Filtered Backprojection” algorithm. 
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Figure 2-13: Illustration of the Fourier slice theorem [1]. 

To enhance small differences between different body tissues, the voxel values 

generally are converted to the intensity scale (called the CT number), i.e.,  

 1000water

water

CT number  



  ,  2-10 

where 𝜇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the linear attenuation coefficient of water. This unit is generally called the 

Hounsfield Unit (HU).  

Because FBP takes the advantage of the fast Fourier transform algorithm and only 

has a backward projection procedure, it has a fast computation speed and is widely used in 

the current clinical CT scanners. 

2.4 Beam Hardening Effect 

The inconsistency between the poly-energetic nature of the physical CT system and 

the mono-energetic assumption of the reconstruction algorithms leads to a well-known 

phenomenon called beam hardening (BH) effect. Due to the larger attenuation coefficients of 
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the materials in the lower energy region (Figure 2-14), x-ray photons with lower energy are 

preferentially absorbed (Figure 2-15). Such that, as the beam propagates through materials, 

the average energy of the x-ray beam increases but the transmission measurement recorded 

by the detector (Eq. 2-6) decreases (Figure 2-16).  

 

Figure 2-14: Attenuation coefficient for different materials as a function of x-ray 
energy [46] . 

 
Figure 2-15: Effect of beam hardening as the x-ray beam pass through a water 

phantom. (a) Original spectrum, (b) after passing through 20 cm of water, and (c) after 
passing through 30 cm of water [1]. 
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Figure 2-16: Logarithmic transmission measurement as a function of path length. 

This nonlinear effect (Figure 2-16) can influence medical interpretations in two 

notable ways. First, visible influence such as cupping artifacts (Figure 2-17a) and streaking 

artifacts (Figure 2-18) can seriously deteriorate image quality. Sometimes, they can mimic 

certain pathologies and lead to misdiagnosis. As water correction [23-26] is usually used to 

linearize the projection measurements before FBP reconstruction, the cupping artifacts can 

be largely suppressed (Figure 2-17b). However, water correction cannot suppress the 

streaking artifacts induced by dense bones, high concentration iodinated contrast agent, and 

metal implants, as their attenuation properties are different from that of water. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-17: (a) Cupping artifacts due to beam hardening (increased intensities for 
voxels at the periphery of the object) and (b) the result of water correction [47]. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2-18: Streaking artifacts due to (a) dense bones [1], (b) high concentration 
iodinated contrast agent [48], and (c) metal implants [1]. 

The beam hardening effect also makes the quantitative imaging a challenge, as the CT 

numbers will become dependent on many influential factors [49], such as body size, 

anatomic region, nodule size, and x-ray spectrum, etc. The beam hardening effect can be 

eliminated by dual energy or dual spectrum CT scanner [34-36], but at a high cost due to the 

sophisticated hardware. Therefore, in this work, we limited our study to the single spectrum 

CT scanners. 
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2.5 CT Applications 

In this section, we quickly review two important clinical applications of the CT 

technique that are related with our work, i.e., quantitative CT and CT perfusion. As both of 

these applications use water-corrected FBP as the image reconstruction method, beam 

hardening effect can potentially influence the image quality and the subsequent medical 

interpretations.  

2.5.1 Quantitative CT 

Quantitative CT (QCT) is a medical imaging technique that has been used to 

quantitatively (as opposed to qualitatively) measure the density of bone mineral [50], 

nodules [49] (e.g., lung nodule and liver lesion ), and kidney stones [51] and to quantitatively 

determine the volume of nodules [52] using a standard x-ray CT scanner. 

Bone mineral density can be used in the diagnosis and monitoring of osteoporosis, 

which is characterized by low bone mass and micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue 

with a consequent increase in bone fragility and susceptibility to facture [53]. The density of 

nodules may be a useful feature for distinguishing benign from malignant nodules in 

computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) [49].  

In order to convert the Hounsfield Units of the CT image to density values, a 

calibration phantom (Figure 2-19) is generally required to be scanned with the patient. These 

calibration phantoms contain various concentrations of material with similar x-ray 

attenuation properties to bone. Originally, fluid solutions [53], i.e., di-potassium phosphate 
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(K2𝐻𝑃𝑂4), were used, but because of leakage and transpiration of fluid, air bubbles can 

develop in the solutions resulting in inaccurate quantification. Therefore, solid materials [53], 

e.g., hydroxyapatite, were developed and are now widely used. 

 

Figure 2-19: A solid phantom placed in a pad under the patient during CT image 
acquisition is used for calibration. Source: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_computed_tomography. 

Besides density measurement, QCT is also used to estimate the volume of the nodule 

[52], which is used as a biomarker for diagnosis, staging or therapy evaluation. For example, 

the likelihood of malignancy increases if the nodules have an increasing nodule size (>5 mm) 

[54]. 

Because of the beam hardening effect, the quantification ability of QCT depends on 

many influential factors [49], such as patient body size, anatomic region, and spectrum, etc. 

In Chapter 4, we introduce a new algorithm to address this problem. 
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2.5.2 CT Perfusion 

In CT perfusion imaging, a bolus of iodinated contrast agent is administered to the 

patient through intravenous injection, and a sequential scanning of a pre-selected region is 

performed to ascertain quantitative information such as the time-attenuation curve to 

determine ischemic regions.  

For example, Figure 2-20 shows how CT perfusion can be used to differentiate the 

healthy myocardium and the infarcted myocardium. During the first-pass of the iodine 

through heart, the ventricle was greatly enhanced due to the high concentration of the iodine 

contrast agent. The healthy myocardium (the ROI circled in black in Figure 2-20a) is slightly 

enhanced due to the normal cardiovascular system. In contrast, the myocardium with 

infarcted cardiovascular system (the ROI circled in white in Figure 2-20b) is not enhanced as 

the time-attenuation curve is flat. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2-20: Time-attenuation curves (B) measured from regions of interest that are 
placed in the area of infarcted myocardium (A: white) and healthy myocardium (A: black). 
Results are normalized to the enhancement in the left ventricular cavity [55]. 
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However, the beam hardening artifacts induced by the high concentration iodine can 

result in falsely decreased attenuation of healthy tissue that may be misinterpreted as 

infarcted myocardium (Figure 2-18b). In Chapter 4, a novel myocardial CT perfusion 

algorithm will be proposed to account for the attenuation properties of blood-iodine 

mixtures, such that we can eliminate beam hardening artifacts and provide improved iodine 

quantification ability for the myocardial perfusion exam. 

In addition to the myocardial CT perfusion exams, there are many other important 

CT perfusion exams, such as breast perfusion [56], lung perfusion [57], and brain perfusion 

[58], etc. To accurately account for the diverse attenuation properties of tissue-iodine 

mixtures, we propose another perfusion algorithm in Chapter 6. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter provided an introduction to the fundamental x-ray computed 

tomography. These fundamental concepts form the bases of the work pursued in this thesis. 

As no two x-ray tubes generate the same spectra due to self-absorption of the 

bremsstrahlung radiation, this necessitates experimental measurements of the spectra for 

specific CT scanners. The generation and transmission of the x-rays form the basis of the x-

ray spectra modeled and estimated in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the poly-energetic nature of 

the x-ray spectra leads to material dependent beam hardening effects in CT images. The 

fundamental physics of interaction of x-rays and matter form the core, based upon which 
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three poly-energetic reconstruction algorithms are developed for different clinical 

applications in Chapter 4-6.  
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Chapter 3 

3 An Angle-dependent Estimation of CT X-ray 
Spectrum from Rotational Transmission 
Measurements 

The X-ray spectrum provides important information for the CT reconstruction, dose 

estimation, and quality assurance. However, the current assessment approaches of the CT x-

ray spectrum require costly measurement equipment and complicated operational 

procedures, and are often limited only to the spectrum corresponding to the center of 

rotation. In order to address these limitations, we propose an angle-dependent estimation 

technique of the CT x-ray spectrum from rotational transmission measurements, with which 

incident spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories of the imaging field of view can 

be accurately estimated with a single phantom and a single axial scan. The proposed 

technique was experimentally validated using a clinical scanner (Somatom Definition Flash, 

Siemens Healthcare, Germany) with spectra provided by the manufacturer serving as the 

gold standard. 

The work described in this chapter has been submitted to the journal of Medical 

Physics for publication [59]. 
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3.1 Introduction 

With the improvements of the diagnostic imaging technologies, there are increasing 

demands for the accurate knowledge of the x-ray spectrum produced by a particular x-ray 

source. For example, in dose and risk estimations for computed tomography (CT) [60, 61], 

the x-ray spectrum is used in Monte Carlo simulations to determine the energy deposition in 

a patient body. In poly-energetic reconstruction [19, 29] or dual energy reconstruction [36], 

the x-ray spectrum can be used as a priori information to reduce beam hardening artifacts 

and to implement quantitative imaging approaches. It is also desirable to measure the x-ray 

spectrum for quality assurance purposes, as the spectrum of an x-ray source can drift from 

the expected values due to repeated usage [62]. 

Current spectral estimation techniques can be roughly categorized into three 

approaches: (1) computer simulation, (2) spectroscopic measurements, and (3) transmission-

based measurements. 

Computer-simulation-based approaches [63-65] aim to estimate generalized spectra 

based on basic physical parameters, such as the kinetic energy of the incident electrons, the 

density and the attenuation coefficient of the target material, and the target angle. The 

characteristic radiation is added to the Bremsstrahlung continuum according to empirical 

relationships [64]. These approaches can model fundamental mechanics of the x-ray 

formation process, but are generally unable to fully account for the hardware nuances of 
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individual x-ray systems (e.g., the used condition of the x-ray tube (Figure 3-1) and the 

actual attenuation properties of the inherent filtrations and the bowtie filters). 

 

Figure 3-1: An image of the anode damaged by slow rotation and excessive loading 
after a long time usage [66]. 

Spectroscopic measurement approaches [67-72] assess the spectrum from a particular 

x-ray source using energy-resolved, photon-counting x-ray detectors (e.g., CdTe detectors 

[69-71] or CdZnTe detectors [72]. While these approaches are generally give a more 

representative estimation of the actual spectrum (considering the limitation implied by the 

experimental uncertainties), they are not suitable for routine measurements because they 

require expensive experimental tools (e.g., dedicated detectors) and delicate experimental 

settings. For example, in the preparation phase, the detector must be calibrated with 

radioactive elements (e.g., 241Am and 133Ba) and the whole experimental setup needs to be 

aligned precisely. In addition, the spectrum correction procedure [72] requires a detailed 

understanding of the detector properties, such that Monte Carlos simulation can be used to 
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compute the response functions for each detector channel, with which the distorted 

spectrum can be corrected by stripping methods [72, 73]. 

A more practical way to spectral estimation is called transmission-measurement-

based approaches, which use transmission measurements of phantoms of known 

dimensions and compositions [62, 74-76]. These approaches are relatively simple and have 

been shown to provide satisfactory results for various energy ranges of x-ray spectra [62, 74]. 

However, both the phantom preparation and the measurement process of these approaches 

can be time consuming and potentially error prone. For instance, in the phantom preparation, 

two or more materials have to be used and each material has to be carefully shaped and 

stacked-up into different thicknesses. In the measurement process, all phantoms have to be 

sequentially exposed to x-rays. 

One of the major drawbacks of these approaches is that, without the knowledge of 

the bowtie filter (i.e., shape, composition, and position), it is difficult to derive the incident 

spectra across the entire CT field of view (SFOV). Moreover, to obtain the transmission 

measurements, these approaches often have to be implemented in a special service 

acquisition mode, where the x-ray tube is stationary [75]. This operational mode is not 

always available to practicing medical physicists and requires special service personnel from 

the manufacturer to access the scanner. 

In this work, we propose a new transmission-measurement-based approach for 

clinical CT scanners. Using a single cylindrical phantom and a single axial scan, incident 
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spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories can be estimated without the knowledge 

of the bowtie filter characteristics. The method still requires a certain level of access to the 

raw data from the manufacturer. However, the measurements can be made without having 

the gantry in the stationary mode. In this paper, we first review the mathematical model of 

the transmission-measurement-based approaches in Section 3.2.1 and then introduce the 

proposed off-centered scanning geometry and the data conditioning procedure in Section 

3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively. This paper further details the experimental validation of the 

proposed technique in Section 3.2.3. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Mathematical Model 

The transmission measurements can be expressed as an integral equation as 
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where 𝑌(𝐿) is the transmission measurement, 𝐼(𝐸) is the photon intensity at energy 𝐸, 𝜇(𝐸) 

is the attenuation coefficient of the phantom, and 𝐿 is the x-ray attenuation length through 

the phantom. As a conventional x-ray imaging CT system has energy-integrating detectors, 

𝐼(𝐸) can be further broken into three components: the incident spectrum 𝑁(𝐸) (the objective 

of the characterization), the detector response 𝜂(𝐸), and the photon energy 𝐸. In this work, 

∫ 𝐼(𝐸)𝑑𝐸 is normalized to one, so the transmission measurement 𝑌(𝐿) is equivalent to the 

transmission ratio. 
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Generally, the measurements expressed in Eq. 3-1 follows a compound Poisson 

distribution [77, 78]. Previously developed statistical image reconstruction methods have 

used the assumption of simple Poisson statistics [19, 32, 79] of the measurements with 

acceptable results. In this work, we adopted the latter assumption, i.e., each measurement 

𝑌(𝐿)  is assumed to follow a simple Poisson distribution with the mean intensity of 

∫ 𝐼(𝐸)𝑒−𝜇(𝐸)𝐿𝑑𝐸𝐸  as 

  ( )L( ) ( ) E
E
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in the discretization form, where 𝑁𝑀 is the total number of transmission measurements, 𝑁𝑆 is 

the number of samplings of the spectrum, 𝐴𝑚,𝑠 is the system matrix element computed from 

the phantom attenuation, the phantom thickness, and the size of the discretized spectral 

interval Δ𝐸 using the relation 
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Based on the simple Poisson assumption, the probability of obtaining 𝑌𝑚 with the 

photon intensity spectrum 𝐼𝑠 can be computed as 
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where 𝑰 = �𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑁𝑆�
𝑇, 𝒀=�𝑌1, … ,𝑌𝑁𝑀�

𝑇, and 𝑨 = �𝐴𝑚,𝑠� ∈ 𝑅𝑁𝑀×𝑁𝑆 . In order to estimate 𝐼𝑠, one 

possible approach is to maximize the log-likelihood objective function of Eq. 3-5 through, 
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where 𝑐 is a constant. As a logarithmic function is concave, based on Jensen's inequality, Eq. 

3-6 can be equivalently converted to  
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Since this objective function is not quadratic, the Expectation-Maximization (EM) 

approach [80, 81] is applied to solve this maximization problem. The resulting iteratively 

multiplicative update form is 
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where 𝑘 indicates the k-th iteration. For the EM method, the main features of the spectrum 

(such as the characteristic x-rays of the x-ray tube and the K-edges of the detector) must be 

reflected in the initial guess (𝐼𝑠
(0)) [62, 75]. After each iteration, the sum of ∑𝐼𝑠

(𝑘) is normalized 

to one. The iteration can be terminated when the averaged error is smaller than a threshold 𝑇 

as  
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Usually, the iterative equation (Eq. 3-8) converges within about 3.0 × 103 iterations for 𝑇=10-5. 

The computational time is less than 2 s using Matlab running on a desktop computer (3GB 

RAM and 2.5 GHz CPU). With 𝐼𝑠, the incident spectrum 𝑁𝑠 can be obtained by dividing the 

detector response 𝜂𝑠 and the energy 𝐸𝑠 as 
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3.2.2 Acquisition Geometry 

Because of the bowtie filter, the incident spectrum 𝑁(𝐸) gradually changes as a 

function of beam angle. In order to fast and accurately sample the transmission 

measurements for a wide range of angular trajectories, we propose an off-centered 

acquisition geometry as shown in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2: Off-centered acquisition geometry for the angle-dependent estimation 
technique of x-ray spectrum. 

Using a cylindrical shaped phantom and targeting the transmission measurements of 

the n-th detector element, the x-ray beam from the x-ray source to the n-th detector element 

is always tangent to a circle (dotted line in Figure 3-2) with its center located at the center of 

the gantry rotation. Based on this circle, one can trace the position of this x-ray beam and 

determine the corresponding attenuation length during the rotation of the gantry (Figure 

3-3). Starting from position 1 (Figure 3-3a), the attenuation length gradually increases to the 

maximum (i.e., the diameter of the phantom) at position 2 (Figure 3-3b), decreases to zero at 

position 3 (Figure 3-3c), and then starts to increase again from zero value at position 4 

(Figure 3-3d). Based on this off-centered geometry, the detectors from different angles can 
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quasi-continuously record a series of transmission measurements with a large range of 

attenuation lengths. 

 

Figure 3-3: Schematic diagram of the change of the attenuation path of the x-ray 
beam from the x-ray source to the n-th detector element during the CT scan in axial mode. 
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In order to make sure the ranges of the intersection lengths of the central detector 

elements can always start from zero, the phantom should be kept completely off from the 

center of rotation (e.g., position 1 in Figure 3-4). With the increase of the distance between 

the phantom and the rotation center, the phantom can cover a larger range of angular 

trajectories. The furthest location to position the phantom is position 2 in Figure 3-4, where 

phantom is tangent to the SFOV. When the detector is rotated to the closest location to the 

phantom during the CT scan, scatter radiation can increase proportionally (see our Monte 

Carlos simulation results in Section 3.2.4). As a scanned object is usually positioned in the 

center, the built-in model-based correction techniques [43, 82] can effectively reduce the 

scatter radiation via tabulated tables. Therefore, it would be advantageous for the phantom 

to be positioned only slightly off-centered as in position 1 (Figure 3-4) , so that the scatter 

radiation pattern is more similar to that of the centered phantom and the scatter radiation 

across all projections can be readily corrected by the scanner’s built-in scatter correction 

techniques. Positioning the phantom in position 2 provides a wider sampling of the angular 

trajectories but a larger impact of scatter radiation on the measurements. Note that phantom 

located beyond position 2 (e.g., position 3 in Figure 3-4) will further result in truncated 

projections and the cross sectional image cannot be accurately reconstructed for the 

derivation of the intersection lengths using conventional FBP method. Dedicated 

reconstruction algorithms for truncated projections have to be employed to extend the CT 

SFOV [83, 84] for this case. 
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Figure 3-4: Possible off-centered positions. At position 1, the distance between the 
center of the phantom and the rotation center is slightly larger than the radius of the 
phantom. At position 2, the phantom is tangent to the SFOV. At position 3, a part of the 
phantom is positioned outside of the SFOV. 

As the phantom is positioned within the SFOV and the CT scanner is operated in 

axial mode with the x-rays continuously on for a full rotation, the transmission data can be 

used to reconstruct the cross-sectional image of the scanned phantom. The voxel values that 

are larger than half of the attenuation of the scanned material can be set to unit one to 

facilitate deriving the intersection lengths via the forward ray tracing procedure. If the shape 

of the phantom is convex, a conventional backward ray tracing technique can be used to 

delineate the border of the phantom instead of using image reconstruction. 

The phantom should be made of a material with moderate attenuation properties. 

Materials with large attenuations (such as metals) could be small in size, but the accuracy of 
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the intersection lengths derived from the reconstructed image will suffer large errors due to 

the limited resolution of the CT detectors (0.6 x 0.6 mm2 at iso-center). Materials with small 

attenuations provide for a larger phantom enabling smaller relative errors in intersection 

length measurement, but can lead to increased scatter radiation to the detectors. Plastic 

materials, such as ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE; chemical formula: 

(C2H4)nH2, density: 0.937 g/cm3), have moderate attenuations. In this work, a 160 mm 

diameter cylindrical phantom made of polyethylene was used to reduce transmission to 0.1 

for the maximum path length through the phantom for a typical 140 kVp beam. 

3.2.3 Data Conditioning Procedure 

The off-centered acquisition geometry can collect hundreds of transmission 

measurements across a wide range of angular trajectories, which provides abundant 

experimental data. However, the large amount of data can make the estimation process time 

consuming, while the data are further contaminated by various sources of noise (such as 

quantum noise, instrumentation noise, or stochastic variations due to the phantom and the 

experimental condition). In order to accelerate spectral estimation speed, to reduce noise, 

and to improve estimation stability, the data is preprocessed before spectral estimation. 

 Generally, the transmission measurements can be fitted with polynomial 

functions. Eq. 3-1 can be expanded in a Taylor series as 
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Because the attenuation length 𝐿 can be very large (e.g., 160 mm), it is necessary to 

ensure that the Taylor series converges with a suitable truncation degree. In order to make 

this determination, the absolute value of the n-th term (|𝑐𝑘𝐿𝑘|, where 𝐿=160 mm) of Eq. 3-11 

is plotted in Figure 3-5 as a function of polynomial degree (𝑘) for different spectra. In this 

work, we used a polynomial function with a truncation degree of 11 to maintain errors to be 

less than 10−2. 

 

Figure 3-5: The absolute value of the k-th term (|𝒄𝒌𝑳𝒌|, where 𝑳 =160 mm) of the 
Taylor series in Eq. 3-11 as a function of polynomial degree (𝒌) for different spectra. 

One boundary condition that should be imposed to the polynomial function is that 

the transmission measurements 𝑌𝑚 should be 1 when x-ray beam is not attenuated (𝐿 = 0). 

Because of the limited resolution of the detector and various sources of noise, when an x-ray 
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path approaches the edge of the phantom, the derived intersection length might change 

dramatically and the fitted function may not necessarily satisfy this boundary condition. In 

order to force the polynomial functions through this fixed point, 𝑐0 in Eq. 3-11 is set to unity. 

In matrix notation, the equation for a polynomial fit is given by 

  Y 1 Lc , 3-13 

where 𝟏 = [1, … ,1]𝑇 ∈ 𝑅𝑁𝑀×1, 𝑳 is the Vandermonde matrix generated by the 𝐿𝑚, i.e., 
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and 𝒄 = �𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑁𝐾�
𝑇 ∈ 𝑅𝑁𝐾×1 is the vector of unknown polynomial coefficients. In this work, 

the linear equation system of Eq. 3-13 is solved by using a fixed point least square method as 

     
-1T Tc L L L Y 1 . 3-15 

With the fitted polynomial function for each angular trajectory, we resampled 30 

measurements equally distributed between L=0 and the measured maximum intersection 

length for the spectral estimation. 

3.2.4 Experimental Validation 

The proposed spectral estimation technique was validated on a CT scanner 

(Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany). Details of the pre-bowtie spectra 

(140, 120, 100, and 80 kVp), the bowtie filter, and the detector absorption ratios were 

provided from the manufacturer. These spectra were measured with a spectroscopic x-ray 
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detector using a Compton scattering method [67, 68, 70]. The bowtie filter was used to derive 

the incident spectra along different angular trajectories from manufacturer-provided pre-

bowtie spectra. The detector absorption ratios were used to convert the estimated photon 

intensities to incident spectra (Eq. 3-10). The CT geometric information and the scan 

parameters used are specified in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: The CT geometric information and the scan parameters used in this 
work. 

Parameter name Value 
Source-to-detector distance 1085.6 mm 
Source-to-object distance 595.0 mm 
Number of detector bins 736 

Fan angle 49.95° 
Detector size at iso-center 0.60 x 0.60 mm2 

Bowtie filter w3 
Tube current 500 mAs 

Exposure time 0.5 s 
Number of projections 1152 

In order to reduce the potential influence of the quantum noise, a high mAs setting 

(i.e., 500 mAs) was used. The obtained two-row data were then averaged with respect to 

each column to further suppress the quantum noise. 

A comparative experiment was conducted between the conventional technique and 

the proposed technique. For the conventional technique [75], two materials (i.e., Al and Cu) 

were selected. For each material, nine metal filters of different thicknesses were used. The 

thicknesses of the metal filters were selected to ensure uniformly-distributed transmission 

measurements within the [0.0, 1.0] range (Table 3-2). Actual thicknesses of the metal filters 
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were measured with a caliper. For this technique, the scanner was operated in the service 

mode [75], i.e., both the x-ray tube and the detector remained stationary. The metal filters 

were positioned in a proximate location to the x-ray tube to minimize the scatter radiation 

and the transmission measurements through the metal filters were acquired sequentially 

along the central axis of the beam. 

Table 3-2: Technical description of the Al and Cu filters at 140 kVp. 

Material 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Al 2.700 
L 

(mm) 
1.000 3.000 5.000 7.500 10.50 14.50 20.50 25.50 40.50 

Y(L) 0.936 0.819 0.721 0.616 0.514 0.401 0.286 0.206 0.098 

Cu 8.960 
L 

(mm) 
0.127 0.254 0.655 1.062 1.562 2.090 3.124 3.658 4.686 

Y(L) 0.864 0.761 0.546 0.415 0.303 0.229 0.140 0.112 0.074 

For the new technique, a cylindrical phantom [85] with a 160 mm diameter was used, 

which was made of uniform ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene. The experimental 

setup is shown in Figure 3-6. First, the scanning section of this phantom was extended 

beyond the patient table to avoid the influence of the patient bed (Figure 3-6a). Second, this 

phantom was positioned off center in the SFOV by adjusting vertically the patient bed 

(Figure 3-6b). With the proposed technique, the scanner was able to be operated in the axial 

mode. After measurement, raw data were exported from the scanner to an external 

computer, from which the transmission data were extracted for spectral estimation via a 

manufacturer-provided program. The beam-hardening corrections were excluded from the 

transmission data. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3-6: Pictures of the experimental setup of the proposed technique. (a) In the 
first step, the scanning section of the phantom was extended beyond the patient table to 
avoid the influence of the patient bed in the followed CT scan. (b) In the second step, the 
phantom was positioned off-center in the scan field of view by vertically adjusting the 
patient bed. 

To reduce the influence of the scatter radiation, a 2 x 1 mm collimation was used. A 

Monte Carlos simulation with MC-GPU [86] indicates that the scatter-primary ratios (SPRs) 

of position 1 in Figure 3-4. As the SPRs of the transmission data were further reduced by the 

built-in scatter correction strategies of Somatom Flash Definition scanner [43] (e.g., an anti-

scatter grid), we postulated that the actual SPRs of the transmission data in our study should 

be less than that value estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation, and then inconsequential to 

the measurements. We further demonstrated in a secondary analysis that the distance 

between the phantom and the detector had negligible influence on the transmission 

measurements (see Figure 3-10). 
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Figure 3-7: Monte Carlo simulation results of the maximum scatter primary ratio as 
a function of rotation degree for three different phantom positions, i.e., the centered 
position, the off-centered position 1 in Fig. 3, and the off-centered position 2 in Fig. 3. The 
geometry of the Somatom Definition Flash scanner was simulated with a perfect detector 
(2 x 1 mm collimation) and without an anti-scatter grid using Monte Carlos simulation 
code MC-GPU [86]. A cylindrical phantom made of polyethylene (160 mm in diameter and 
250 mm in height) was imaged at 140 kVp. 

The maximum fan angle of the estimated spectra depends on the phantom radius r 

and the distance d between the phantom center and the rotation center. If the x-ray path is 

required to pass through the phantom center to achieve the maximum intersection length of 

2𝑟 (Figure 3-8), the maximum fan angle would be 
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where SOD is the source-to-object distance (i.e., 595 mm). In that condition, based on our 

experimental setup (𝑑 = 80 mm, i.e., position 1 in Figure 3-8), the angular trajectories would 

be within [𝜃114,𝜃622] =  [-8° , 8° ], where the subscript in 𝜃𝑛  indicates the detector index. 

However, our results (in Table 3-4) indicate that it is possible to obtain spectra with good 
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accuracy even if the maximum intersection length is reduced to 𝑟  (Figure 3-8). In that 

condition, the transmission measurements are reduced to about 0.2 and the maximum fan 

angle is extended to 

 
180 3 2' arcsin d r
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According to the above equation, the range of the angular trajectories was extended to 

[𝜃147,𝜃589] = [-15°, 15°] for the geometry used in this experiment. The quarter detector offset 

was considered negligible assuming the angle of the central detector element to be zero, i.e., 

𝜃368 = 0°. 

 

Figure 3-8: Schematic diagram to illustrate the maximum fan angles φ and φ' 
determined by the maximum intersection lengths of 2r and r, respectively. 
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The incident spectrum of the central detector element at 140 kVp was estimated by 

the conventional and the proposed techniques. The results were compared in terms of the 

mean energy difference (MED) and the normalized root mean square deviation (NRMSD). 

The MED was defined as the mean energy of the estimated spectrum minus the mean energy 

of the manufacturer-provided spectrum. The NRMSD was defined as 
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where Ns
∗ is the expected spectrum, Ns is the estimated spectrum, and NE is the total number 

of the energy bins. In addition, the incident spectra of the detector elements between -15° 

and 15° were estimated and were quantitatively compared with the incident spectra derived 

from the manufacturer-provided spectra. Note that as the manufacturer-provided spectra 

cannot be assumed to be the actual gold standard, the MED and NRMSD may not be 

interpreted as metrics of absolute accuracy. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 The Conventional Technique vs. the Proposed Technique 

The transmission measurement results for the central detector element (𝜃368 = 0°) at 

140 kVp are plotted in Figure 3-9. Figure 3-9a shows the results of the metal filters (i.e., Al 

and Cu) using the conventional technique and Figure 3-9b shows the results of the 

polyethylene phantom using the proposed technique. Both of the experimental results in 

Figure 3-9a and Figure 3-9b yielded a good agreement with the simulation results. However, 
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due to the limited number of metal filters, Figure 3-9a included fewer measurements. In 

contrast, the latter figure included more than 900 measurements, to which a high-degree 

polynomial function could be fit to reduce the influence of noise and to more accurately 

represent the transmission measurements. 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3-9: Comparison of the experimental results and the simulated results in 
terms of the transmission measurement as a function of the intersection length for the 
central detector element (𝜽𝟑𝟔𝟖 = 𝟎°) at 140 kVp. (a) Experimental measurement results of 
Al and Cu using the conventional technique. (b) Experimental measurement results of 
polyethylene using the proposed technique. The estimated error for polyethylene (too 
small to be visualized) was 0.002, determined by computing the standard deviation of the 
transmission measurements within the 1 mm interval centered at the intersection length 
of 137 mm. 

Figure 3-10 shows the transmission measurements acquired by the central detector at 

different locations. The circles and dots indicate the data acquired when the phantom was 

near to the x-ray tube and the detector, respectively. Both datasets were close to the 

simulated data (solid line) with no notable difference demonstrating a negligible influence of 

the scatter radiation on the measurements. The fluctuation of the measured transmission 

measurements was due to the finite size of the detector (0.6 x 0.6 mm2) and the quantum 
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noise, which impact the derived intersection lengths. With our data conditioning procedure, 

the resampled measurements (solid squares) had a good agreement with the simulated 

measurements and the fluctuation was significantly suppressed. 

 

Figure 3-10: Comparison of the transmission measurements acquired by the 
central detector when the phantom was near to the x-ray tube (circles) and near to the 
detector (dots). The resampled measurements after data conditioning procedure were 
plotted as solid squares. The simulated measurements were plotted as a solid curve. 

Using the corresponding transmission measurement (Figure 3-9), the incident 

spectrum of the central detector element was estimated and compared with the initial 

spectrum and the manufacturer-provided spectrum. The results show that the proposed 

technique (Figure 3-11b) yielded spectral estimation comparable to those of the conventional 

technique (Figure 3-11a), as the estimated spectrum was closer to the manufacture spectrum. 

Detailed quantitative comparison in terms of MED and NRMSD (Table 3-3) shows a slightly 

closer correlation for our results with the manufacturer-provided spectrum. 
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It is notable that the NRMSD of the conventional technique here was 1.56%, which 

was much smaller than that in Duan’s work [75] (i.e., [4.7%, 8.6%]). This improvement might 

be due to the use of more reliable reference spectra in this work, which were provided by the 

manufacturer instead of being simulated with software. The MED value (0.64 keV) was 

slightly larger than those reported in Duan’s work (i.e., [-0.23, 0.55]), but still within the 

statistical uncertainty. 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3-11: Comparison of the central spectrum derived from manufacturer-
provided spectrum (solid line), the central spectrum estimated with Al and Cu using the 
conventional technique (dashed line in (a)), and the central spectrum estimated with 
polyethylene using the proposed technique (dashed line in (b)). The same initial spectrum 
(dotted line) was used by the two techniques. 

Table 3-3: Comparison of the two techniques in terms of MED and NRMSD for 
the incident spectrum of 140 kVp. 

 Beam angle Method MED 
(keV) 

NRMSD 
(%) 

 𝜃368 = 0° Conventional technique 0.64 1.56 
 Proposed technique -0.28 0.84 
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3.3.2 Incident Spectra of Different Angular Trajectories 

With the proposed technique, the incident spectra for four non-central x-ray 

trajectories (i.e., 𝜃324 =-3°, 𝜃265 =-7°, 𝜃206 =-11°, 𝜃147 =15°) were estimated and are plotted in 

Figure 3-12. The reference spectra were derived from the manufacturer-provided spectrum 

and the bowtie filter. The comparative results show that the estimated spectra accorded well 

with the reference spectra across different trajectories. The quantitative results in terms of 

MED and NRMSD are shown in Table 3-4. The results of the extended angular trajectories 

(i.e., θ206 and θ147) were within the statistical uncertainty of the results of the non-extended 

angular trajectories (i.e., θ324 and θ265). 

In addition, the beam hardening effect could be observed in these figures, as the 

photon distribution gradually shifted from low energy to high energy with the increase of 

the absolute value of the beam angle. This phenomenon can be better appreciated in Figure 

3-13, where the incident spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories (𝜃𝑛 ∈ [𝜃147,𝜃368] 

= [-15°, 0°]) were estimated by the proposed technique. From Figure 3-13a to Figure 3-13d, 

different kVp settings (i.e, 140, 120, 100, and 80 kVp) were used. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3-12: Comparison of the manufacturer-provided pre-bowtie spectra (solid 
line) and the spectra estimated with polyethylene (dashed line) from different beam 
angles ((a) 𝜽𝟑𝟐𝟒 =-3°, (b) 𝜽𝟐𝟔𝟓 =-7°, (c) 𝜽𝟐𝟎𝟔 =-11°, and (d) 𝜽𝟏𝟒𝟕 =-15°). The same initial 
spectrum (dotted line) was used. 

Table 3-4 Comparison of the estimated spectra from different beam angles in 
terms of MED and NRMSD for the incident spectrum of 140 kVp. 

 Beam angle Maximum intersection 
length (mm) 

MED 
(keV) 

NRMSD 
(%) 

 𝜃324 = - 3° 160 -0.20 1.56 
 𝜃265 = - 7° 160 -0.49 0.76 
 𝜃206 = -11° 148 -0.11 0.68 
 𝜃147 = -15° 72 -0.27 0.93 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3-13: Plot of the estimated incident spectra from different beam angles 
(𝜽𝒏 ∈ [𝜽𝟏𝟒𝟕,𝜽𝟑𝟔𝟖] = [-15°, 0°]) with different kVp settings, i.e., (a) 140 kVp, (b), 120 kVp, (c) 
100 kVp, and (d) 80 kVp. The jet color map was used to differentiate spectra along 
different angular trajectories. 

With the estimated spectra, their corresponding mean energies were evaluated as a 

function of beam angle (Figure 3-14). The mean energies derived from the proposed 

technique (dots) had an excellent agreement with the mean energies derived from the 

manufacturer-provided pre-bowtie spectra (solid lines).  

The estimation performance for different kVp settings was also assessed (Table 3-5). 

The averaged absolute MEDs across the beam angles between [-15°, 15°] of all x-ray tube 
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spectra were less than 0.61 keV with standard deviation less than 0.74 keV. The averaged 

NRMSDs were less than 3.41% with standard deviation less than 2.02%. These quantities 

indicate the high estimation accuracy and stability of the proposed technique across different 

angular trajectories and kVp settings. 

With the decrease of the kVp, the averaged NRMSD increased. This is likely due to 

the decrease in the maximum number of photons in the spectrum, (i.e., max(Ns
∗) = 0.026, 

0.025, 0.022, 0.016 for 140, 120, 100, 80 kVp, respectively), which magnified the NRMSD 

values via the normalization process in Eq. 18. In addition, with decreased kVp, more 

photons were attenuated leading to increased contribution of the quantum noise and scatter 

radiation [32, 33]. 

 It was observed that the shapes of the curves (Figure 3-14) had an angle-

dependent pattern at higher kVp settings (i.e., 140, 120, and 100 kVp). The mean energies 

along certain angular trajectories were systematically smaller (e.g., -8° and 8°) or larger (e.g., 

-6° and -1°) than the simulated mean energies. These patterns were probably caused by 

systematic errors. 
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Figure 3-14: Plots of the mean energy of the incident spectrum as a function of the 
beam angle (𝜽𝒏 ∈ [𝜽𝟏𝟒𝟕,𝜽𝟓𝟖𝟗] =  [-15 ° , 15 ° ]). The solid lines were derived from the 
manufacturer-provided spectra; the dots were derived from the proposed technique. From 
top to bottom, the results were derived from different kVp settings, i.e., 140, 120, 100, and 
80 kVp. 

Table 3-5: Quantitative analysis in terms of the averaged absolute MED, the 
standard deviation of the MEDs, the averaged NRMSD, and standard deviation of the 
NRMSDs across the beam angles between [-15°, 15°] for different kVp settings. 

 Beam angle Spectrum 
(kVp) 

Averaged 
absolute 

MED 
(keV) 

Standard 
deviation of 
the MEDs 

(keV) 

Averaged 
NRMSD 

(%) 

Standard 
deviation of 

the NRMSDs 
(%) 

 
[𝜃147,𝜃589] = 

[-15°, 15°] 

140 0.53 0.66 0.89 0.64 
 120 0.57 0.69 1.08 0.75 
 100 0.59 0.71 1.60 1.04 
 80 0.61 0.74 3.41 2.02 

3.4 Discussion 

In this work, an angle-dependent estimation technique of CT x-ray spectrum from 

rotational transmission measurements was presented. This method enables the estimation of 
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the incident spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories with a single phantom and a 

single axial CT scan in the absence of the knowledge of the bowtie filter. Compared with the 

previous techniques, the proposed technique has the following two important features: 1) 

estimation of the spectra with an off-centered geometry; and 2) an effective data 

conditioning procedure. With an off-centered geometry, transmission measurements along 

different angular trajectories can be collected with one rotation using the CT detector 

elements. This acquisition geometry has three merits. First, the CT scanner can be operated 

in axial mode instead of in service mode, which is not always accessible in all CT scanners. 

Second, the axial mode scan greatly increases the data collection efficiency, as transmission 

measurements across a wide range of angular trajectories can be quasi-continuously 

collected within a short time. Finally, the collected measurements can be used to reconstruct 

the cross sectional image of the phantom to facilitate deriving the intersection lengths. 

Because of the limited number of the measurements, the previous techniques do not 

have the data conditioning procedure. Therefore, diverse attenuation materials have to be 

adopted to reduce noise and to improve estimation stability. In comparison, the proposed 

technique can collect hundreds of transmission measurements for each angular trajectory. 

With the abundant transmission measurements, polynomial functions with the correct 

boundary condition can be used to fit the data, which helps reduce the influence of the 

dramatic change of the intersection lengths derived from the x-ray paths near the edge of the 
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phantom. Therefore, this data conditioning procedure reduces noise and improves both the 

estimation accuracy and the estimation stability. 

An experiment was conducted by comparing the conventional technique and the 

proposed technique. The results show that, for the incident spectrum of the central beam, the 

MED and the NRMSD of the proposed technique were both largely comparable to those of 

the conventional technique. The incident spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories 

were also estimated. The quantitative results show that the average absolute MED and 

averaged NRMSD of all kVp settings were smaller than 0.61 keV and 3.41%, respectively, 

which indicates the high accuracy and stability of the proposed technique across different 

angular trajectories and kVp settings. 

Two types of systematic errors might contribute to the angle-dependent pattern in 

Figure 3-14. The first one is the inherent systematic errors of the detector modules [1, 87] (e.g., 

gain error, nonlinearity error, and energy sensitivity difference, etc.), as it is impossible to 

produce identical detector modules in the manufacturing process. An additional possible 

cause might be due to the unexpected deviation of the bowtie filters. Other possible sources 

of error remain topics for future research. 

There are several ways by which the method developed in this study can be 

improved. First, one of the major sources of error in our method is the limited resolution of 

the detector. This error can be reduced using the flying focal spot technique (FFS) [38], which 

can improve the resolution from 0.6 x 0.6 mm2 to 0.3 x 0.3 mm2. Second, while we use a high 
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mAs setting and a data conditioning procedure to reduce the quantum noise, it is possible to 

further reduce the quantum noise by averaging multiple axial scans. Third, if we use 

position 2 in Figure 3-4 , the range of the angular trajectories can be extended to 𝜃𝑛 ∈

[𝜃17,𝜃719] = [-24°, 24°], which almost covers the whole detector range, i.e., [-25°, 25°]. This 

extension however requires certain accommodations. In order to avoid the influence of the 

scatter radiation for this position, we can only utilize the transmission measurements 

acquired near to the x-ray tube for spectral estimation. It is straightforward to extend the 

proposed method to estimate the spectra along the cone-angle (i.e., 𝑧 direction). However, 

with the increase of the cone angle, the scatter radiation will also increase and can potentially 

contaminate the transmission measurements and result in unreliable estimated spectra. If the 

knowledge of the bowtie filter is available, spectra can be estimated with a narrow detector 

collimation and then used to derive the spectra along the cone-angle. Finally, the attenuation 

properties and the geometry information of the bowtie filter can also be incorporated into 

the system matrix (Eq. 3-3) and all measurements can be used to reconstruct one pre-bowtie 

spectrum. These possible extensions of the work will remain topics for future investigation. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this work, we proposed a novel angle-dependent estimation technique of CT x-ray 

spectrum from rotational transmission measurements. In comparison with the conventional 

techniques, the proposed technique simplifies the measurement procedures, enables the 

incident spectral estimation ability for a wide range of angular trajectories, and improves the 
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estimation accuracy and stability. This technique can be applied to both rigorous research 

objectives (e.g., dose estimation and image reconstruction) and routine clinical quality 

control procedures. 
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Chapter 4 

4 A Fast Poly-energetic Iterative FBP (piFBP) 
Algorithm 

Beam hardening (BH) effect can influence medical interpretations in two notable 

ways. First, high attenuation materials such as bones can induce strong artifacts, which 

severely deteriorate the image quality. Second, image values can significantly deviate from 

the expected values based on material attenuation properties, which can lead to unreliable 

quantification. Some iterative methods have been proposed to eliminate BH effect, but they 

cannot be widely applied to clinical practice because of the slow computational speed. The 

purpose of this chapter was to develop a new fast and practical poly-energetic iterative 

Filtered Backprojection algorithm (piFBP), composed of a novel poly-energetic forward 

projection process and a robust FBP-type backward updating process. Two phantoms (an 

oval phantom and an anthropomorphic phantom) were used to quantitatively validate the 

proposed method. 

The work described in this chapter has been published on the journal of Physics in 

Medicine and Biology [88]. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Many different solutions have been proposed in the literature to eliminate the BH 

effect, and they can be broadly divided into three categories: 

The first category is FBP-based linearization approaches [1, 23-28], which aim to 

correct the raw measurements according to the water’s or bone’s x-ray attenuation 

characteristics prior to the FBP reconstruction. For example, McCullough et al [23-26] 

described a reconstruction method (i.e., water correction) to compensate for the water-

related cupping artifacts. However, this method is limited to soft tissue, and for 

inhomogeneous objects (especially in the presence of bone), BH artifacts are still significant. 

Later, Joseph and Spital [1, 27, 28] developed a bone correction method for CT images. 

However, this method requires a threshold-based segmentation process for the initial 

reconstructed images, which restricts its quantitative reconstruction performance. 

The second category is iterative-based base material approaches [19, 29-32], which 

assume that the target volume consists of 𝑁  known base materials, and use a linear 

combination of the known energy dependences to approximate the energy dependence of 

the attenuation coefficient in each voxel. Base material approaches are a more accurate 

alternative to the linearization approaches, but limited base materials have been 

incorporated due to expensive computation. For example, Elbakri and Fessler [19] proposed 

a segmentation-free displacement model that accounts for soft tissue, bone, and their 

mixture by their density difference. This method performs well for these base materials, but 
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is less accurate for fat and breast tissue since their spectral properties deviate from those of 

the base materials. Chung et al [79] proposed a glandular fraction based tomosynthesis 

reconstruction algorithm, which can account for adipose tissue, breast tissue, or a 

combination of both. But this model is restricted to glandular-like materials. The work of 

Yan et al [31] was similarly limited to the two known materials problem with base materials 

decomposed into volume fraction. Kyriakou et al [89] proposed a beam hardening correction 

technique to correct a mixture of materials such as water and bone, which only requires 

simple segmentation technique without the need of a priori information of tube spectra, 

bowtie filter, detector efficiency, or even attenuation coefficients. 

In the third category, as an acquisition alternative, the dual energy approaches [34-36] 

decompose the attenuation coefficients into components related to photoelectric absorption 

and Compton scattering. With the dual energy projection datasets, the nonlinear intensity 

measurements can be transformed to two simple linear integrals of the component 

coefficients, and then FBP can be used to reconstruct the unknown object. However, this 

method requires two scans at different kVp settings and a sophisticated hardware setup, 

such as dual-energy x-ray tubes, rapid kVp switching, or energy discriminating detectors 

(either layered detectors or photon counting detectors). In addition, if K-edge contrast 

material is involved, a third material decomposition may need to be added with a third scan 

[90, 91]. 
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Each approach has advantages and disadvantages. Linearization approaches are fast 

and widely used in the current clinical practice, but can only reduce visible artifacts and 

have limited quantitative reconstruction abilities. Iterative base material approaches are 

accurate for base materials, but cannot be widely used for diagnosis due to slow 

computational speed. The dual energy approaches are fast and accurate, but the 

sophisticated hardware and cost limit their applications.  

In view of these limitations, this chapter proposes a fast poly-energetic iterative FBP 

algorithm (piFBP) for single spectrum CT scanners, which combines the poly-energetic 

forward projection process of the iterative approaches with FBP type backward updating 

process. For the poly-energetic forward projection process (Section 4.2.1), an adaptive 

attenuation coefficient decomposition method is proposed, which can help incorporate 

diverse base materials including diverse body tissues (e.g., lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, and 

bone) and metal implants. For the backward updating process (Section 4.2.2), a new iterative 

FBP algorithm with smoothing kernel is proposed to improve the convergence properties. A 

series of simulations are performed to validate our algorithm. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Algorithm 

Iterative algorithms can be viewed as feedback loops in which projections are 

simulated based on the current estimates (forward projection process) and are compared to 

the measured projections for the backward error updating (backprojection process). 
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Therefore, faithfully simulating the transmission process of the x-ray beam in the forward 

projection process and efficiently updating the errors in the backprojection process quickly 

are two crucial requirements of a poly-energetic reconstruction algorithm. To meet these 

requirements, a new poly-energetic forward projection method and a new iterative FBP 

backprojection method were developed as outlined in the following two sections. 

4.2.1.1 Poly-energetic Forward Projection Process 

The forward projection model for the poly-energetic x-ray beam is given by 

  ln ( ) exp[ ( , ) ]
r

r L
p - I x dl d      

 (𝑟 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑅), 4-1 

where 𝑝�𝑟 is the estimated logarithmic measurement along the r-th ray line Lr, NR is the total 

number of the ray paths from the x-ray source to the detector elements, 𝐼(𝜀) is the spectrum 

(normalized to unit area), and 𝜇(�⃗�, 𝜀)  is the unknown spatial- and energetic-related 

attenuation map of the object. In order to reduce the free degrees of the attenuation map 

𝜇(𝑟, 𝜀) and to facilitate the evaluation of this nonlinear double integral, we developed the 

following adaptive base material decomposition method. 

Let us assume that the object is composed of NM known base materials, and each 

voxel is a mixture of two base materials. The base material set can be selected according to 

the CT exams. For example, the base material set for a chest CT exam usually comprises air 

(m=0), lung (m=1), fat (m=2), breast (m=3), soft tissue (m=4), bone (m=5), and metal implants 

(m=6), where m is the material index. The attenuation coefficient curves [46] of these base 

materials are plotted in Figure 4-1. Since previous poly-energetic algorithms [19, 23, 28] can 
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only incorporate one (soft tissue) or two (soft tissue and bone) base materials, errors arise for 

other materials, such as lung, fat, and breast. Our base material set contains a wide range of 

materials, so that gradation of attenuation coefficients for various tissue types can be broadly 

and accurately sampled. 

In order to facilitate incorporating the base material set into the forward projection 

process, the value of the v-th voxel (i.e., 𝑡𝑣 , 𝑣 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑉)  is defined as the attenuation 

coefficient at a reference mono-energetic energy of 𝜀0 (e.g. 𝜀0 = 70 keV), where 𝑁𝑉 is the total 

number of the unknown voxels. Based on 𝑡𝑣 , each voxel of mixture can be adaptively 

decomposed to two adjacent base materials. For instance, if 𝑡𝑣 (the circle in Figure 4-1) is 

within the bone interval, i.e., [𝜇4(𝜀0), 𝜇5(𝜀0)), where 𝜇𝑚(𝜀0) is the attenuation coefficient of 

the m-th base material at the reference energy 𝜀0, then the attenuation coefficient curve for 

the v-th voxel can be estimated as 

 5 0 4 0
4 5

5 0 4 0 5 0 4 0

( ) ( )( , ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

v v
v

t tt         
       

 
 

 
.  4-2 

This expression is defined as a separation model, and the coefficients stand for the 

base material volume fractions or effective lengths, i.e., for x-ray, the path through the 

mixture with attenuation coefficient 𝑡𝑣 is equivalent to sequential paths through 𝜇5(𝜀0)−𝑡𝑣
𝜇5(𝜀0)−𝜇4(𝜀0) 

soft tissue and 𝑡𝑣−𝜇4(𝜀0)
𝜇5(𝜀0)−𝜇4(𝜀0)  bone. This decomposition approach transfers the energy 

dependence to countable base materials and the dependence degrees are reflected by base 

material effective lengths with attenuation coefficients at preselected reference energy 𝜀0. 
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This suggests that we can use one forward ray tracing to calculate the energy independent 

accumulated effective lengths of all base materials, which can then be used repeatedly to 

estimate the poly-energetic forward projection (Eq. 4-1).  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-1: The attenuation coefficient curves [46] of the base materials for chest 
CT exam. (a) A plot with large attenuation coefficient range [0.0, 2.5] to facilitate the 
appreciation of the relative relationship between the high attenuation curves and the low 
attenuation curves. (b) A plot with small attenuation coefficient range [0.0, 1.0] to facilitate 
the appreciation of the relative relationship of the low attenuation curves. The gray 
gradient indicates the interpolated attenuation curves along the 70 keV reference energy 
line. 

Eq. 4-2 can also be rewritten into an equivalent mass attenuation coefficient form as  

 5 0 4 0
4 5

5 0 4 0 5 0 4 04 5

( ) ( )( ) ( )( , )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

v v
v

t tt          
         

                           
,  4-3 

where 𝜌𝑚 (m=1,…, NM) is the density of the base materials. The above expression stands for a 

mixture model, and the coefficients in the round brackets are the base material densities after 

being mixed. This model is convenient for computing the bone density, 
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.  4-4 

where 1920 mg/cc is the density of the bone base material [46]. Note that in previous 

literature [19, 28], bone is generally considered as a water–calcium solution. For cancellous 

bone, this solution model is reasonably accurate and can be applied to quantitative CT for 

bone mineral measurement [50, 92, 93]. For cortical bone, this solution model can lead to 

significant displacement effect [94, 95], which can be accounted by tabulating the 

decomposition coefficients in Eq. 4-3 for different density bones. As the aim of this work was 

to validate a new poly-energetic reconstruction algorithm, we assumed the displacement 

effect would be inconsequential and thus the solution model was sufficient accurate. 

A general decomposition equation for the v-th voxel can be expressed as 

 1

1 0 0
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  , 4-5 

where the step function 𝜒 [𝑎,𝑏) is defined as 
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. 4-6 

For easy observation, the interpolated attenuation curves along the 70 keV reference 

energy line with Eq. 4-5 is plotted in Figure 4-1 with a gray gradient. To reduce the 

computational time, the base material interval indices and the corresponding effective 

lengths for every voxel can be calculated and stored in matrices before each iteration, with 
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which the accumulated effective lengths of all base materials can be computed through one 

forward ray tracing as 
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where 𝑎𝑟𝑣  denotes the elements of the system matrix, and 𝑙𝑟𝑚  denotes the accumulated 

effective length of the m-th material for the r-th ray, 
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With the accumulated effective length 𝑙𝑟𝑚, the poly-energetic forward projection equation 

(Eq. 4-1) can be easily calculated as 
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,  4-9 

where 𝐼𝑒 denotes the e-th energy bin (e=1,…, NE) of the x-ray spectrum and NE is the total 

number of the discrete energy bins. For simplicity, Eq. 4-9 can be expressed in a vector 

notation as 

 p tF ,  4-10 
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where 𝐩�  is the column vector containing estimated logarithmic poly-energetic detector 

values, t is the column vector containing voxels of the target volume in terms of the 

attenuation coefficient at reference energy 𝜀0 , and F is the logarithmic poly-energetic 

forward projection operator.  

The backward projection method of piFBP (detailed in the next section) uses the 

conventional water correction technique [1, 27]. The water correction technique assumes that 

the scanned object is mainly made of water equivalent materials in x-ray attenuation 

characteristics. Such that, each logarithmic poly-energetic measurement (𝑝𝑟) or estimation 

(�̅�𝑟) corresponds to a water-equivalent length (𝑙𝑟), which can be determined based on an 

experiment-based lookup table or the following equation 

  wln ( ) exp[ ( ) ]r rp I l d      , 4-11 

where 𝜇𝑤(𝜀) is the attenuation of water. Multiplying 𝑙𝑟 with water’s attenuation coefficient 

at preselected reference energy (𝜀0 ) then yields the water corrected measurements as 

 w, w 0( )r rp l  .  4-12 

If the scanned object is made of water equivalent materials, water correction can 

completely eliminate the beam hardening artifacts. In the next section, we will use 𝐩𝑤 to 

indicate the column vector containing water-corrected logarithmic measurements. The 

column vector containing water corrected logarithmic poly-energetic forward estimations is 

correspondingly expressed as 

 w wp tF , 4-13 
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where 𝓕𝑤  is a compound operator consisting of a water correction operation after a 

logarithmic poly-energetic forward projection operation. 

Currently, all clinical CT scanners [89] use this water correction technique to pre-

correct the projection measurements, which are then reconstructed by conventional FBP 

algorithm. As such, this water-corrected FBP method was used as a major comparison 

method in our validation chapter. 

4.2.1.2 Backprojection Method 

Iterative FBP (iFBP) has been mainly investigated for the non-uniform attenuation 

compensation problem in single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [96-99]. 

With the poly-energetic forward projection operation introduced in the last chapter, the 

conventional iterative FBP algorithm can be written as  

 piFBP-W: 
(0)

( 1) ( ) ( )( )
w

k k k
w wc

 


  

t p
t t p t

B
B F

,  4-14 

where B is the Filtered Backprojection (FBP) operator, pw is the column vector containing 

water-corrected logarithmic poly-energetic measurements, k is the iteration index (𝑘 ≥ 0), 

and c is the relaxation parameter. In this study, the relaxation parameter c is always equal to 

one. For convenience, we name the poly-energetic iterative algorithm Eq. 4-14 as piFBP-W, 

where W stands for the water correction in the iterative updating equation.  

In essence, piFBP-W uses the water-corrected measured projections 𝐩𝑤 as reference. 

If one voxel is underestimated (or overestimated) due to BH effect, the simulated forward 
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projections Fwt(k) through that voxel are likely to be underestimated (or overestimated) with 

respect to 𝐩𝑤. The differences reflected by the estimated and measured projections are then 

backward updated to correct the target volume. Ideally, the image estimates will stop 

changing, i.e., converge to the correct solution, when 

 ( ) 0k
w w p tF .  4-15 

However, the noise in the CT system, such as quantum noise and electronic noise, 

can be gradually built up in the target volume in each iteration, and finally result in 

divergent results. So the conventional form Eq. 4-14 cannot be used for reconstruction 

directly.  

As BH artifacts are mainly low frequency signals, we propose to use a smoothing 

operator S to suppress the noise in the correction volume, and improve the convergence 

stability:  

 piFBP-WS: 
(0)

( 1) ( ) ( )( )
w

k k k
w wc

 


  

t p
t t p t

B
SB F

. 4-16 

For the smoothing kernel, this study employed a zero-mean 5 x 5 pixels Gaussian 

low pass filter with a standard deviation (sigma) of 1.05. As the iterative updating equation 

in Eq. 4-16 contains both a water correction process and a smoothing kernel, we designate 

this algorithm as piFBP-WS. 

For piFBP-WS, water correction needs to be applied to the simulated poly-energetic 

projections. The water correction can reduce the nonlinearity of the projections, and benefit 
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the convergence, but it is a time consuming process. Because of monotonicity of the water 

correction, 𝐩 - Ft(k) and 𝐩𝑤 - Fwt(k) have the same updating direction and slightly different 

updating step sizes, we can omit the water correction process in the backward updating 

equation to reduce computational time. The new poly-energetic reconstruction algorithm 

designated as piFBP, can then be expressed as 

 piFBP: 
(0)

( 1) ( ) ( )( )
w

k k kc

 


  

t p
t t p t

B
SB F

.  4-17 

Later we will show that piFBP-WS has better convergence property than piFBP, but 

piFBP has a faster reconstruction speed and yields similar images. 

Two things are worth noting in this Section. First, Fw and B are inverse operators of 

each other when the spectrum is mono-energetic or when the materials in the scanned object 

are all water equivalent. However, F and B are only inverse operators of each other in the 

former case. Second, Fourier cut-off frequency and the filter type can lead to a so-called 

inherent error in the reconstruction process [100, 101]. Using a ramp-like filter during the 

iterative processes can reduce the inherent error by preserving the high frequency edge 

information. Otherwise, sharp edges will be blurred by the soft filters, which create 

inconsistency between estimated and measured projections in the subsequent iterations as 

edge artifacts. 
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4.2.2 Validations 

We simulated a fan beam with an equiangular arc detector row CT geometry. Two 

phantoms (a simple oval phantom and an anthropomorphic thorax phantom) were used to 

generate poly-energetic projection data. The simulation parameters are listed in Table C-1 

(Appendix C). Quantum noise corresponding to 4.0 x 105 photons per detector pixel was 

added to the projection data. In this work, no inhomogeneous bow-tie filtering and scatter 

were taken into consideration. All simulations were conducted on Duke Blue Devil GPU 

Cluster with NVIDIA Tesla C1060 CPUs, which consists of 30 multiprocessors (each with 

eight SIMD processing cores) and 4 GB of memory. 

4.2.2.1 Beam Hardening Index and Noise Index 

In our simulations, there are two major errors that cause the computed voxel value 𝑡𝑣 

to deviate from the expected value 𝑡𝑣0, i.e., the error due to BH effect (𝜂𝑣𝑏) and the error due to 

noise (𝜂𝑣𝑛). 

 0 b n
v v v vt t     . 4-18 

The BH effect results in visible artifacts (e.g., cupping and streaking) and invisible 

voxel accuracy issue. In this work, we only quantified the invisible voxel accuracy issue by 

measuring the mean errors on uniform regions of a material. The noise term 𝜂𝑣𝑛 in the above 

equation can originate from different sources, such as quantum noise, electronic noise, under 

sampling, and discretization model (e.g., target volume voxelization or x-ray line integral, 
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etc.). Here we assumed that 𝜂𝑣𝑛 was the compound result of these noise sources, followed a 

zero-mean Gaussian distribution.  

In a uniform region of a single material, the standard deviation of 𝜂𝑣𝑏 and the mean 

value of 𝜂𝑣𝑛 should be both approximately zero values. Thus, we used normalized mean error 

(NME) and normalized standard deviation (NStd) to quantify the BH effect and noise level, 

respectively. The mathematical forms for NME and NStd were 
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and 
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where N is the total number of the voxels in the measured ROI, and 𝑡̅ is the ROI mean value. 

Previous researchers [19, 102] utilized normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) to 

quantify the differences between the reconstructed image and phantom image. However, it 

is not difficult to derive that 
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If BH effect is eliminated after several iterations, NME will approach zero, and then 

NStd can be used to approximate NRMSE. For simplicity, we used BH index (BIdx) and 

noise index (NIdx) to denote as percentage of NME and percentage of NStd, respectively:  
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 100BIdx NME  , and 4-22 

 100NIdx NStd  . 4-23 

4.2.2.2 Oval Phantom Simulations 

An oval phantom (Figure 4-2) consisting of lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, and bone 

(1200 mg/cc) was used for our validation. This phantom is a simplified and idealized model 

to visually and quantitatively assess the performance of the reconstruction algorithms.  

Six simulation tests were conducted on this phantom, i.e., an algorithm test, a 

convergence test, a phantom size test, a spectrum type test, and a spectrum mismatch test. In 

the first simulation test, reconstruction results of the 32 cm oval phantom were compared 

between different algorithms, including FBP with a mono-energetic spectrum projection 

dataset (70 keV), and water-corrected FBP and piFBP-type methods (piFBP-W, piFBP-WS, 

and piFBP) with a poly-energetic spectrum projection dataset (80 kVp). In the second 

simulation test, the convergence properties of the piFBP-type methods (piFBP-W, piFBP-WS, 

and piFBP) were investigated on the same 32 cm oval phantom. In the third simulation test, 

the oval phantom was scaled to four sizes, i.e., 16, 24, 32, and 40 cm diameter, to examine the 

reconstruction stability associated with the phantom size. In the fourth simulation, we varied 

the spectrum (80, 100, 120, and 140 kVp) to test the reconstruction stability associated with 

the x-ray spectrum. A spectrum mismatch test was conducted to investigate the influence of 

a possible difference between the actual and the assumed spectra. By adjusting the inherent 

aluminum filtration of the x-ray tube, the correct spectrum of 80 kVp could be softened or 
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hardened to yield nineteen mismatch spectra with the normalized root mean square 

differences (NRMSDs) ranging from -9% to 9% [75], where negative NRMSDs indicate 

softened spectra and positive NRMSDs indicate hardened spectra. Finally, a base material 

transition test was conducted to investigate the benefit of more base materials. The 

projection dataset acquired with a 32 cm oval phantom and a spectrum of 80 kVp was 

reconstructed by increasing the number of the base materials. The base material groups used 

in this test are listed in Table 4-2. The parameters used in the six simulation tests are 

summarized in detail in Table 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-2: Definition of the oval phantom with (1) lung, (2) fat, (3) breast, (4) soft 
tissue, and (5) bone (1200 mg/cc). This phantom was scaled to four different sizes, i.e., 16, 
24, 32, and 40 cm in diameter. 
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Table 4-1: Parameter summary of simulation tests for the cylindrical phantom. 

Simulation tests Varying parameters Fixed parameters 

Algorithm test 

Algorithm: 
   FBP  (70 keV) 
   FBP  (80 kVp) 
   piFBP-W  (80 kVp) 
   piFBP-WS  (80 kVp) 
   piFBP  (80 kVp) 

Phantom size: 32 cm 
Iteration: 4 

Convergence test 

Algorithm: 
   piFBP-W 
   piFBP-WS 
   piFBP 
Iteration number: 
   0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 

Phantom size: 32 cm 
Spectrum: 80 kVp 

Phantom size test 

Algorithm:  
   FBP, piFBP 
Phantom size:  
   16, 24, 32, and 40 cm 

Spectrum:80 kVp 
Iteration: 4 

Spectral type test 

Algorithm:  
   FBP, piFBP 
Spectrum:  
   80, 100, 120, 140 kVp 

Phantom size: 32 cm 
Iteration: 4 

Spectral mismatch test Mismatch spectrum: 
NRMSD = -9%,…, 9% 

Algorithm: piFBP 
Phantom size: 32 cm 
Spectrum:80 kVp 
Iteration: 4 

 

Table 4-2: Base material groups used in the base material transition test. 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

Base material Water Soft tissue 
Bone 

Breast 
Soft tissue 
Bone 

Fat 
Breast 
Soft tissue 
Bone 

Lung 
Fat 
Breast 
Soft tissue 
Bone 
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4.2.2.3 Anthropomorphic Thorax Phantom Simulations 

In contrast to the previous phantom, real CT data from the database of The Cancer 

Imaging Archive (TCIA, http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/) was used to create a more 

complex and realistic anthropomorphic thorax phantom (Figure 4-3). This phantom was 

composed of various materials, including five main body tissues (i.e., lung, fat, breast, soft 

tissue, and bone) and one metal implant (i.e., Titanium). With this phantom, the 

reconstruction performance under an extreme condition, i.e., when a metal implant exists in 

the patient body, were investigated by comparing piFBP (80 kVp) with FBP (70 keV) and 

FBP (80 kVp).  

 

Figure 4-3: Definition of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom with (1) lung, (2) 
fat, (3) breast, (4) soft tissue, (5) bone (1600 mg/cc), and (6) metal implant (Titanium). 

http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Oval Phantom 

4.3.1.1 Algorithm Test 

Figure 4-4 shows the reconstructed images of the oval phantom by different 

algorithms with the corresponding quantitative results listed in Table 4-3.  

For reference purposes, the oval phantom with real attenuation coefficients (70 keV) 

of body tissues is shown in Figure 4-4a, and the images reconstructed by FBP (70 keV) is 

shown in Figure 4-4b. Because of the use of a mono-energetic spectrum, there were no visible 

BH artifacts in the reconstructed image, and the BIdx values of all materials were zeros. The 

NIdx values reflected the normalized noise levels, which were the lower limits that can be 

achieved by the poly-energetic reconstruction algorithms. Please note that the NIdx of the 

lung was larger than those of the other body tissues. That is because lung has smaller 

attenuation coefficient, which magnified its NIdx value through the normalization process in 

Eq. 4-20. The BIdx and NIdx of Figure 4-4b were provided as benchmark values.  

Figure 4-4c shows the image reconstructed by water-corrected FBP with 80 kVp 

poly-energetic spectrum. Because of the BH effect, the dark streak artifacts between the 

bones severely degraded the image quality and the BIdx values of all materials spread 

within a large range of [-1.8, 10.4], which undermined quantitative evaluation. Based on the 

attenuation coefficient, the estimated bone density was 1464 mg/cc, which significantly 

deviated from the expected value of 1200 mg/cc. The NIdx values of FBP (80 kVp) were 
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slightly larger than the NIdx benchmark values. This was due to the fact that the 80 kVp 

spectrum had more low energy photons than the 70 keV spectrum, so more photons were 

attenuated and less photons could reach the detector, which raised the quantum noise in the 

measurements, and finally raised the noise level in the reconstructed images.  

The image reconstructed by the piFBP-W algorithm after four iterations is shown in 

Figure 4-4d. The strong noise severely deteriorated the image quality, and the NIdx values in 

Table 4-3 increased multiple times for all materials. However, the iterations did help reduce 

the streak artifacts, making the streak artifacts almost invisible. This improvement was also 

reflected by the reduced spread range of BIdx, i.e., [-0.9, 0.7]. 

With the smoothing filter, the images reconstructed by piFBP-WS and piFBP with 

four iterations are shown in Figure 4-4e and f. Neither of these had visible beam-artifacts or 

severe noise. In addition, the two images were almost visually identical to Figure 4-4b. The 

quantitative results showed that both BIdx and NIdx were close to their corresponding 

benchmark values. With Eq. 4-4, the bone density was estimated to be 1201 mg/cc, which 

was very close to the expected value of 1200 mg/cc. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 4-4: Reconstruction results of the oval phantom. Image (a) shows the oval 
phantom with real attenuation coefficients (70 keV) of various body tissues; Image (b) 
was reconstructed by FBP with mono-energetic 70 keV spectrum projection dataset. The 
rest images were reconstructed from the same poly-energetic 80 kVp spectrum projection 
dataset but different algorithms, i.e., (c) water-corrected FBP (d) piFBP-W, (e) piFBP-WS, 
and (f) piFBP. Window level = 40 HU and window width = 100 HU. 

Table 4-3: Quantitative results of the oval phantom in terms of the beam 
hardening index (BIdx) and noise index (NIdx) for different materials and reconstruction 
algorithms. 

BIdx / NIdx Lung Fat Breast 
tissue 

Soft 
tissue Bone 

FBP (70 keV) 0.0 / 1.1 0.0 / 0.3 0.0 / 0.3 0.0 / 0.4 0.0 / 0.2 
FBP (80 kVp) 1.5 / 1.4 -1.8 / 0.4 -1.0 / 0.3 0.1 / 0.6 10.4 / 0.4 
piFBP-W -0.8 / 5.5 -0.8 / 1.4 -0.9 / 1.1 -0.4 / 1.4 0.7 /  0.8 
piFBP-WS 0.0 / 1.7 -0.1 / 0.5 -0.1 / 0.4 0.0 / 0.5 0.1 /  0.3 
piFBP 0.0 / 1.7 -0.1 / 0.5 -0.1 / 0.4 0.0 / 0.5 0.1 /  0.3 
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4.3.1.2 Convergence Test 

To further explore the convergence properties of the algorithms piFBP-W, piFBP-WS, 

and piFBP, the iteration trends of the BIdx and NIdx of various materials are plotted in 

Figure 4-5.  

For algorithm piFBP-W, BIdx curves in Figure 4-5a are significantly reduced in the 

first several iterations. However, due to the increasing noise, both BIdx and NIdx diverge 

after four iterations. 

The BIdx curves of algorithms piFBP-WS and piFBP both converged to zero after 

three iterations. As water correction could reduce the nonlinearity of the projection data, so 

piFBP-WS converged slightly faster than piFBP. This improvement was reflected by the fact 

that the BIdx curve of bone in Figure 4-5b had smaller oscillation magnitudes than that in 

Figure 4-5c. As for the NIdx, there were no obvious differences between the curves of piFBP-

WS and piFBP, and all the NIdx curves approximately maintained their original noise levels. 

The NIdx curves of lung of the two algorithms increased slightly, which was because the 

small attenuation coefficient of lung made its normalized NIdx sensitive to the noise. To help 

readers better appreciate the BH correction process, the images reconstructed by piFBP at the 

0th, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 10th iterations are presented in Figure 4-6  

Compared with piFBP, piFBP-WS had smaller oscillation magnitudes of BIdx curves 

but longer computational time (Table 4-4), which was caused by the time consuming water 
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correction process in each iteration. Given the similar reconstruction results, piFBP is 

certainly a better choice. 
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(a) BIdx and NIdx of algorithm piFBP-W 

  
(b) BIdx and NIdx of algorithm piFBP-WS 

  
(c) BIdx and NIdx of algorithm piFBP 

Figure 4-5: Iteration trends of BIdx and NIdx of various materials in the oval 
phantom for algorithms (a) piFBP-W, (b) piFBP-WS, (c) piFBP. 
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(a) Iteration 0. (b) Iteration 1. (c) Iteration 2. 

 
(d) Iteration 3. (e) Iteration 4. (f) Iteration 10. 

Figure 4-6: Images reconstructed by piFBP at the (a) 0th, (b) 1st, (c) 2nd, (d) 3rd, (e) 
4th, and (f) 10th iterations. Window level = 40 HU and window width = 100 HU. 

Table 4-4: The comparison of computational speeds between piFBP-WS and piFBP. 

 Iterations Time/Iteration Total Time 
piFBP-WS 4 21 sec 84 sec 
piFBP 4  7 sec 28 sec 

4.3.1.3 Phantom Size Test 

The effect of phantom size to different body tissues is illustrated in Figure 4-7. For 

FBP (dashed lines, 80 kVp), soft tissue maintained low BIdx values because its attenuation 

property was similar to that of water. Other materials were either underestimated or 

overestimated due to the BH effect. Among those materials, bone values not only 
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significantly deviated from the expected values, but showed a large variation across 

different phantom sizes. For piFBP (dotted lines, 80 kVp), negligible BIdx values for any 

body tissue and phantom size showed that piFBP possesses stable reconstruction ability 

across phantom size. 

 

Figure 4-7: Phantom size test results. By varying phantom size (triangle: 16 cm; 
circle: 23 cm; square: 30 cm; cross: 37 cm), BIdx’s are plotted for different materials and 
algorithms (dashed line: FBP; dotted line: piFBP). All simulations in this test used the 80 
kVp spectrum. 

4.3.1.4 Spectral Type Test 

The effect of the spectrum choice to different body tissues was reflected in figure 8. 

All simulations in this test used the same 32 cm oval phantom. For FBP (dashed lines), soft 

tissue still maintained low BIdx values like the results in Figure 4-8, but the other body 

tissues had relatively larger magnitudes of variation. In contrast, PE-IFPB (dotted lines) 
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showed negligible BIdx values for different materials and spectra, which proved its stable 

reconstruction ability associated with the spectrum. 

 

Figure 4-8: Spectral test results. By varying x-ray spectrum (triangle: 80 kVp; circle: 
100 kVp; square: 120 kVp; cross: 140 kVp), BIdx’s are plotted for different materials and 
algorithms (dashed line: FBP; dotted line: piFBP). All simulations in this test used the 32 
cm diameter phantom. 

4.3.1.5 Spectral Mismatch Test 

The results of the spectrum mismatch test are shown in Figure 4-9. When the 

mismatch spectra were harder than the correct spectrum (80 kVp), the BIdx’s of all tissues 

increased to compensate the decreased photon numbers in the low energy range. The reverse 

was the case for softer spectra. For the spectra with largest NRMSDs of -9% and 9%, the BIdx 

range increased from [-0.1, 0.1] to [-5.1, 4.5]. Based on our recent spectrum measurement 

technique [103], an experimental accuracy of ±3.4% is readily achievable for the 80 kVp 

spectrum. Therefore, the BIdx range could be reduced down to [-1.8, 1.6], which was smaller 

than that of FBP with the correct spectrum (i.e., [-1.8, 10.4]). If water calibration is available, 
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the BIdx range could be further reduced by subtracting the offset value of water. This test 

suggested that piFBP could moderately tolerate the mismatch spectra. 

 

Figure 4-9: Spectrum mismatch results. BIdx’s of different body tissues were 
derived based on different mismatch spectra (80 kVp), the NRMSDs of which ranged 
from -9% to 9%. The projection data were simulated by using the 32 cm diameter phantom. 

4.3.1.6 Base material transition test 

The results of the base material transition test are plotted in Figure 4-10. Referring to 

the indices of Table 4-2, when water was used as the base material (group 1), only soft tissue 

had negligible BIdx. Adding bone as a base material (group 2) greatly reduced the bone’s 

BIdx. Adding breast as a base material (group 3) further reduced the BIdx of breast to a 

negligible level. Note that fat also showed a small improvement as in this case fat was 

interpreted as low density breast tissue instead of low density soft tissue as the attenuation 

property of fat is closer to that of the breast. With the addition of fat (group 4), the BIdx 
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associated with fat was further reduced. Finally, adding lung as a base material (group 5) 

reduced lung’s BIdx to a negligible level as well. 

 

Figure 4-10: The simulation results of the base material transition test. The 
columns without stars indicate that the corresponding materials are not base materials. 
The columns with stars indicate that the corresponding materials are base materials. 

4.3.2 Anthropomorphic Thorax Phantom 

The reconstruction results of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom are presented in 

Figure 4-11. The three columns from left to right are the images reconstructed by algorithms 

FBP (70 keV), FBP (80 kVp), and piFBP (80 kVp), respectively. To facilitate visually 

comparison, from the first row to the third row, the images were adjusted to different 

windows, i.e., standard window (-20/300), soft tissue window (60/240), and lung window (-
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800/200). The percent relative error images with window level 0%/20% are shown in the last 

row for the attenuation value accuracy comparison. 

The images in the first column (Figure 4-11) were reconstructed by FBP (70 keV). 

Because of using a mono-energetic spectrum, no BH artifacts or metal artifacts were 

noticeable. We used the actual phantom data as benchmark images for the test comparisons.  

The images reconstructed by FBP (80 kVp) are shown in the second column (Figure 

4-11). As compared with the images reconstructed by FBP (70 keV) in the first column, the 

BH artifacts due to the metal implant and the bones severely deteriorated the image quality. 

For example, the metal implant on the right clavicle resulted in strong dark streaks on 

various body tissues, such as fat (standard window), soft tissue (soft tissue window), and 

lung (lung window). In addition, the bones also created strong artifacts. For example, in the 

soft tissue window, the streaks between sternum and vertebral column created false 

appearance on the heart, which obscured the real anatomical structures, and complicated the 

interpretation process. In addition to the visible artifacts, the invisible BH effect, i.e., voxel 

accuracy, could be visually assessed by the relative error image. Similar with the results 

revealed in the last section, fat and breast tended to be underestimated, but lung and bones 

tended to be overestimated.  

The images in the last column were reconstructed by piFBP (80 kVp). In comparison 

with FBP (80 kVp), the streaks caused by the bones and the metal implant disappeared, and 

the image appearance was almost the same with the images reconstructed by FBP (70 keV). 
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The relative error image in the last row was almost uniformly zero values, which indicated 

high reconstruction accuracy of the piFBP algorithm. 

The quantitative results of the three reconstruction algorithms are listed in Table 4-5. 

Strong streak artifacts were avoided during the measurements. The first row is the results of 

FBP (70 keV). All the BIdx values were zeros due to mono-energetic spectrum, except the 

BIdx value of the metal implant, which was caused by photon starvation phenomenon [104]. 

For the FBP (80 kVp), strong BH effect could be observed from the significantly deviated 

BIdx values. As the 80 kVp spectrum had more low energy photons, the photon starvation 

phenomenon was aggravated. The NIdx values slightly increased because of the spectral 

difference. For piFBP, the BIdx values of all materials were significantly reduced and close to 

these of FBP (70 keV). Though some of the NIdx values of piFBP increase slightly, all the 

NIdx values were approximately maintained at the same level with those of FBP (70 keV) 

and FBP (80 kVp).  
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FBP (70 keV) FBP (80 kVp) piFBP (80 kVp) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-11: Reconstruction results of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom. The 

images from the first column to the third column were reconstructed by the FBP with 
mono-energetic spectrum (70 keV), FBP with poly-energetic spectrum (80 kVp), and piFBP 
with poly-energetic spectrum (80 kVp), respectively. The images from the first row to the 
third row are shown in different windows, i.e., fat window (-20/300), soft tissue window 
(60/240), and lung window (-800/200). The last row shows the percent relative error images 
with window level 0/20. 
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Table 4-5: Quantitative results of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom in terms of 
the beam hardening index (BIdx) and the noise index (NIdx) for different materials and 
reconstruction algorithms. 

BIdx / NIdx Lung Fat Breast 
Tissue 

Soft 
Tissue 

Bone 
(1600 mg/cc) 

Metal 
(Ti) 

FBP (70 keV) 0.0 / 4.4 0.0 / 0.9 0.0 / 0.7 0.0 / 0.8 0.0 / 0.4 -0.4 / 0.4 
FBP (80 kVp) 1.8 / 5.7 -2.9 / 1.1 -1.1 / 0.9 -1.4 / 1.2 15.9 / 0.6 23.3 / 0.6 
piFBP 0.3 / 6.9 -0.3 / 1.6 -0.1 / 1.1 -0.3 / 1.1 -0.3 / 0.5 1.3 / 0.9 

4.4 Discussion 

We proposed a fast poly-energetic iterative FBP reconstruction algorithm (piFBP) to 

eliminate BH artifacts and endow single spectrum CT scanners with stable quantitative 

reconstruction ability. The performance of the algorithm was systematically explored by an 

oval phantom and an anthropomorphic thorax phantom. 

Five simulation tests were conducted on the oval phantom, including an algorithm 

test, a convergence test, a phantom size test, a spectrum type test, and a spectrum mismatch 

test. The algorithm test showed that both piFBP-WS and piFBP reduced the BIdx’s of various 

tissues from [-1.8, 10.4] for FBP to [-0.1, 0.1] and maintained the NIdx’s almost unchanged, 

which indicates the proposed algorithms could effectively eliminate the BH effect and 

suppress the increasing noise. The convergence test showed that piFBP converged slightly 

slower than piFBP-WS, but required less computational time, so only piFBP algorithm was 

used for the following simulation tests and recommended for clinical practice. In the 

phantom size and spectrum tests, the variation range of the BIdx’s was reduced from [-7.5, 

17.5] for FBP to [-0.1, 0.1], which indicates that piFBP possessed stable reconstruction ability 

across all phantom sizes (16, 24, 32, 40 cm) and spectra (80, 100, 120, and 140 kVp). The 
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spectrum mismatch test showed that piFBP could moderately tolerate the mismatch spectra, 

as the range of BIdx’s of all materials only increased from [-0.1, 0.1] (derived with the correct 

spectrum) to [-1.8, 1.6] for the spectrum with the NRMSDs of ± 3.4% expected from 

experimental measurements [103]. If water calibration information is available, the errors 

could be further reduced. Finally, the base material transition test indicated the importance 

of incorporating the correct attenuation information of the base materials in the scanned 

objects. 

We also tested the reconstruction performance of piFBP on a realistic 

anthropomorphic thorax phantom in the presence of a metal implant. The simulation results 

showed that the BH artifacts of the body tissues could be effectively eliminated and the 

metal artifacts significantly reduced with four iterations, as the variation range of the BIdx’s 

was reduced from [-2.9, 15.9] for FBP to [-0.3, 0.3] for piFBP and the BIdx of the metal 

implant from 23.3 to 1.3. The BIdx residue of the metal implant was due to the photon 

starvation. 

There are three important features that distinguish our poly-energetic reconstruction 

algorithms from the previous ones. 

First, most of the BH correction algorithms [19, 23, 28] can only incorporate one or 

two materials into the reconstruction process. In contrast, the adaptive base material 

decomposition method introduced in this work can help incorporate diverse body tissues 

(such as lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, and bone) and also implant metals into the 
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reconstruction process. The wide range of the base materials enables our algorithm to 

significantly reduce the BH artifacts and to quantitatively reconstruct the images. 

Second, IFBP was mainly used to solve the non-uniform attenuation compensation 

problem in SPECT [96-99]. Our simulations showed that the conventional IFBP diverge due 

to the influence of noise. To improve the convergence property, we reformed IFBP by adding 

a smoothing kernel (piFBP) to reduce noise but maintain BH correction signals. This 

proposed algorithm piFBP significantly improves the convergence stability and makes it 

possible for BH correction. 

The third important feature is the fast reconstruction speed. Different from other 

poly-energetic iterative algorithms [19, 79], which requires dozens or hundreds of iterations 

and long reconstruction time, our method can finish reconstruction with at most four 

iterations. If using high kVp spectra or bow-tie filters to reduce the amount of low energy 

photons, the iteration number can be further reduced. The fast speed suggests that the 

current single spectrum CT scanners can be enhanced with quantitative reconstruction 

ability by only updating the reconstruction algorithm. With quantitative CT, misdiagnoses 

can be reduced with artifact-free images, and the quantitative assessment can be improved. 

If an unknown material (e.g., iron) does not possess prominent K-edges in the x-ray 

spectrum range, its attenuation coefficient then can be decomposed into two bases (i.e., 

photoelectric component and Compton component) or two distinct materials (e.g., water and 

bone). As there is one unknown decomposition coefficient for each base, the solution space is 
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doubled with respect to that of the conventional FBP algorithm. For the dual energy 

approaches, a patient is scanned by a dual energy scanner to obtain more information. Such 

that the decomposition coefficients can be computed to enable quantitative reconstruction of 

this unknown material, but the dual energy scanner increases the cost and the complexity of 

the acquisition.  

In comparison, the iterative-based base material approaches assume that the scanned 

object is composed of known base materials (e.g., water and bone) and their mixtures (i.e., 

water-bone mixtures). The attenuations of the base materials can only be used to accurately 

compute the attenuation properties of the base materials and their mixtures, but not to 

accurately predict the attenuation properties of the other materials (e.g. iron). For the 

previous algorithms [19, 23, 28], limited base materials are incorporated, so errors arise for 

the other materials. In this work, a wide range of base materials were incorporated to greatly 

reduce this limitation, so that gradation of attenuation coefficients for various tissue types 

can be broadly and accurately sampled. As the attenuation at reference energy 𝜇(𝜀0) is used 

to compute the decomposition coefficients based on a predefined decomposition equation 

(Eq. 4-5) via interpolation, the size of the solution space is the same as that of the 

conventional FBP algorithm. Therefore, the proposed method can be applied on a single 

spectrum CT to reconstruct artifact-free images. 

For the purpose of reconstruction stability, the two bases selected in the dual energy 

approaches should not be too close to each other. In contrast, close base materials will not 
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induce reconstruction stability problem in the iterative-based base material approaches, as 

base materials are mainly used to estimate the attenuation properties of their mixtures via 

interpolation. In fact, close base materials can provide more accurate information to reduce 

approximation errors, as observed through the base material transition test. 

In order to improve the convergence stability, the proposed piFBP algorithm 

reduced two adverse factors, i.e., the noise in the correction volume due to quantum noise 

and electronic noise, and the inherent error due to the Fourier cut-off frequency and the filter 

type [100, 101]. The noise was suppressed using a smoothing kernel and the inherent error 

was reduced using a ramp-like filter. In comparison, Vedula and Munshi [105, 106] proposed 

a different strategy to improve the convergence stability. They used softer filters (e.g., 

Hamming filter) to reduce the influence of the noise. The inherent error induced by the softer 

filters was then corrected by an inherent error correction procedure. As such, they could use 

a piFBP-W-type (Eq. 4-14) backward updating formula to remove the beam hardening 

artifacts. However, as their algorithm was mainly designed for the non-destructive test 

(NDT), the scanned objects could only consist of distinct base materials. The adaptive base 

material decomposition method proposed in this work can be employed as an extension of 

that work, so that that algorithm can be applied in diagnostic radiology to account for the 

mixtures of the base materials (e.g., water-bone mixtures). Quantitative comparison of the 

reconstruction performance of the two different strategies remains topics for future 

investigation. 
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The smoothing kernel in Eq. 4-17 was not optimized in this work, as this study 

primarily aimed to improve the material quantification performance. In the future, an 

adaptive smoothing kernel can be used to reduce image noise and maintain anatomical 

details. We also plan to extend our method to CT angiography and CT perfusion, so that BH 

artifacts due to contrast agent materials (e.g., Iodine) can be eliminated, and quantitative 

concentrations of contrast agent can be retrieved for diagnostic analyses [48, 107, 108].  

4.5 Conclusions 

We have presented a fast poly-energetic iterative FBP algorithm (piFBP) for computed 

tomography. Excellent results were obtained from a series of simulations. The proposed 

algorithm can effectively eliminate beam hardening artifacts and accurately reconstruct the 

attenuation coefficients for precise quantitative imaging. The reconstruction speed is also 

faster than the other poly-energetic algorithms, and is promising for clinical applications. In 

the future research, we will try to further optimize the algorithm and to extend the algorithm 

to CT angiography and CT perfusion. 
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Chapter 5 

5 An Efficient Poly-energetic SART (pSART) 
Reconstruction Algorithm for Quantitative 
Myocardial CT Perfusion 

In quantitative myocardial CT perfusion imaging [109, 110], iodine as contrast agent 

is administered to the patient through intravenous injection, which can increase the 

absorption of x-rays and enhance the visibility of vascular structures and organs [1]. By 

recording the transit of the iodine through the vasculature and myocardium, time–

attenuation curves (TACs) [111, 112] in the aorta (or left ventricle blood pool) and 

myocardium can be obtained, from which myocardial blood flow (MBF) and myocardial 

blood volume (MBV) [113] can be further derived to quantitatively estimate ischemic regions 

[109, 114]. Therefore, accurately reconstructing the iodine concentration is of great 

importance to the quantitative assessment of the myocardial CT perfusion imaging. 

In perfusion CT examinations, high concentration iodinated contrast agent can 

induce strong beam hardening artifacts as dense bone. As iodine has a prominent K-edge 

within the x-ray energy spectrum and possesses different attenuation properties from body 

tissues, the poly-energetic reconstruction method introduced in the last chapter cannot be 

applied to offer a viable approach for reconstruction of CT perfusion studies. In this chapter, 
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we propose a poly-energetic SART (pSART) algorithm to offer a viable approach for 

reconstruction of CT perfusion studies. A series of simulations and a phantom experiment 

were performed to quantitatively validate the proposed method.  

The work described in this chapter has been published on the journal of Medical 

Physics [115]. 

5.1 Introduction 

Some efforts have been made to account for iodinated contrast agent [29, 33], but 

prior efforts require either accurate segmentation techniques or precise registration 

techniques. Further, they cannot quantitatively model the attenuation properties of water-

bone mixtures and water-iodine mixtures. For example, Joseph and Ruth [29] proposed an 

image-based BH correction algorithm for images containing both bone and iodine with a 

pre-requisite to accurately segment the images into regions of soft tissue, bone, and iodine. 

Stenner et al [33] developed a method to distinguish these three regions by measuring the 

voxel dynamics, which requires a registration of the images within a time series in reference 

to one image set. However, patient motions, such as these from breathing or heart beating, 

pose a challenge to the accuracy of the registration process. Both of the aforementioned 

methods use the same mass attenuation coefficient curves of bone and iodine for their 

corresponding regions and do not model the transitional effects of water-bone and water-

iodine mixtures. As a result, while they can reduce visible BH artifacts, they cannot 

accurately reconstruct the CT numbers of those mixtures. 
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In this chapter, we propose a new poly-energetic Simultaneous Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (pSART) algorithm. In contrast to the previous methods, our 

algorithm can incorporate the knowledge of various base materials (e.g., fat, breast, soft 

tissue, bone, and iodine) and the spectrum information into the reconstruction process. As 

each voxel is allowed to be a mixture of two most suitable base materials, the subtle 

attenuation differences of bones of different densities and of iodinated voxels of different 

concentrations can be accurately modeled in the reconstruction process to enable precise 

quantification. Instead of segmenting the images into three distinct regions, i.e., soft tissue, 

bone, and iodine, our method only needs to coarsely segment the images into two types of 

regions, i.e., non-bone regions and non-iodine regions, which can be easily achieved by the 

current segmentation techniques [116]. As no registration is involved, our method is not 

influenced by patient motion artifacts. This chapter further includes a series of simulations 

and a phantom experiment to explore the accuracy and convergence properties of the 

proposed algorithm. 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Algorithm 

Let us assume that Yrs are the poly-energetic measurements for the r-th ray (r=1,…, 

𝑁𝑅) with the s-th (s=1,…, 𝑁𝑆) incident spectrum, where 𝑁𝑅 and 𝑁𝑆 are the total number of the 

x-ray paths and spectra, respectively. The goal is to reconstruct a target volume, as 

individual indexed voxel of 𝑡𝑣  (v=1,…, 𝑁𝑉 ) in terms of the attenuation coefficient at a 
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reference mono-energetic energy of 𝐸0, where 𝑁𝑉 is the total numbers of the unknown voxels. 

The materials in the object are assumed to meet three requirements: 

1) the object consists of 𝑁𝑀 indexed base materials with known attenuation coefficients 

𝜇𝑚(𝜀) (𝑚=1,…, 𝑁𝑀), where 𝑚=1 corresponds to air; 

2) each voxel can only be a mixture of two base materials; and 

3) a region type mask 𝑇𝑣 (𝑣=1,…, 𝑁𝑉) is available, defined as 

 𝑇𝑣 = �0,    𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙,    
1,     𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙.   5-1 

In the context of quantitative myocardial CT perfusion imaging, the materials 

normally utilized to fulfill the first requirement include air (𝑚=1), fat (𝑚=2), breast (𝑚=3), soft 

tissue (which has similar attenuation properties with blood, 𝑚=4), iodine solution (20 mg/ml 

blood-iodine solution, 𝑚=5), and bone (1920 mg/cm3 soft tissue-calcium solution, 𝑚=6). 

Figure 5-1 shows the attenuation coefficients [46] of those base materials. Most of the poly-

energetic reconstruction algorithms use water to approximate body tissues. However, due to 

the difference of the attenuation properties, the CT numbers of fat and breast in the 

reconstructed images can deviate from the expected values [19], which can affect not only 

the accuracy of those voxels, but also in turn the accuracy of the other voxels within the 

iterative reconstruction process. By incorporating fat and breast into the reconstruction 

algorithm, the gradation of attenuation coefficients for various tissue types can be more 

accurately sampled. For convenience, we use the 20 mg/ml iodine as a base material, since 

the maximum iodine concentration in the vascular space is usually below 20 mg/ml [117]. 
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Figure 5-1: The attenuation coefficients [46] of base materials in the diagnostic x-
ray energy range. 

The second requirement allows us to accurately account for the subtle attenuation 

differences of bones and iodine concentrations. This requirement also helps reduce the 

complexity of the reconstruction model by ruling out mixtures formed with more than two 

materials. Piece-wise linear interpolation is able to be employed to estimate the attenuation 

properties of any given voxel.  

As the attenuation curves of bone and iodine have overlap regions above the 

attenuation curve of soft tissue (Figure 5-1), the third requirement helps the algorithm 

differentiate bone and iodine and ensures that the correct attenuation curves are utilized for 

these two distinct materials. Instead of requiring to accurately segment the images into three 

types of regions [29, 33], i.e., soft tissue regions, bone regions, and iodine regions, we only 

require to coarsely segment the images into non-bone regions and non-iodine regions. In the 

non-iodine regions, materials can include any body tissues except iodine. Thereby voxel 
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values larger than the attenuation coefficient value of soft tissue are automatically 

interpreted as mixtures of bone and soft tissue. Similarly, in the non-bone regions, voxels 

larger than the attenuation coefficient value of soft tissue are automatically interpreted as 

mixtures of iodine and soft tissue. In the myocardial perfusion images, the bones are limited 

to sternum, ribs, and thoracic vertebrae, and those bone structure can be readily segmented 

based on anatomical knowledge [116, 118]. With the segmented bone structure, the region 

type 𝑇𝑣 of the v-th voxel is set to one to bone structures, or zero otherwise. 

To explain the poly-energetic forward ray-tracing strategies, we divide the 

discussion into three sections: iodine range [𝜇4,𝜇5), bone range [𝜇5,𝜇6), and body tissue 

range [𝜇1,𝜇4) , where 𝜇𝑚  is the m-th material attenuation coefficient at any preselected 

reference energy 𝐸0. 

5.2.1.1 Iodine Range 

When 𝑡𝑣 ∈  [𝜇4,𝜇5) and 𝑇𝑣 = 0, the v-th voxel is regarded as the mixture of the base 

materials of blood and iodine solution (20mg/ml). Its attenuation coefficient is estimated as  
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5.2.1.2 Bone Range 

When 𝑡𝑣 ∈  [𝜇4,𝜇6) and 𝑇𝑣 = 1, the v-th voxel is decomposed into the base materials 

of soft tissue and bone and the attenuation coefficients of those voxels are estimated as 
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Note that both Eq. 5-2 and Eq. 4-2 are used to approximate bones of different 

densities, but the difference is that the region type mask 𝑇𝑣 is incorporated in Eq. 5-2. 

5.2.1.3 Body Tissue Range 

When 𝑡𝑣 ∈  [𝜇1,𝜇4), the attenuation coefficient is estimated as 
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5.2.1.4 Reconstruction Algorithm 

Combining Eq. 5-2, 5-4, and 5-5, the attenuation coefficient of the v-th voxel is 

determined as 
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The accumulated effective lengths across base materials are computed through one 

forward ray tracing as 
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where 𝑎𝑟𝑣  denotes the elements of the system matrix, and 𝑙𝑟𝑚  denotes the accumulated 

effective length of the m-th material for the r-th ray (𝑟=1,…, 𝑁𝑅), 
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The accumulated effective length 𝑙𝑟𝑚  are repeatedly used to fast and accurately 

compute the energy integral calculation as 
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where 𝐼𝑠𝑒 denotes the e-th energy bin (𝑒=1,…, 𝑁𝐸) of the s-th spectrum (𝑠=1,…, 𝑁𝑆) and 𝑁𝐸 is 

the total number of the discrete energy bins.  

With the estimated poly-energetic projections, algebraic reconstruction algorithms 

[119], statistical reconstruction algorithms [120] or FBP (Eq. 4-17) can be utilized to iteratively 

update voxels along the x-ray paths. In this study, the Simultaneous Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (SART) [119, 121] was used as 
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SART was initially designed for mono-energetic reconstruction based on the linear 

relationship between measured data 𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑟𝑠  and linear attenuation coefficients. But when 

applying this algorithm to non-mono-energetic data, the inconsistency between the data and 

the reconstruction algorithm causes beam hardening artifacts. The proposed poly-energetic 

ray tracing approach efficiently solves this inconsistency problem, and helps the 

reconstructed volume converge to an artifact-free image. Once image 𝑡𝑣 is reconstructed at 

reference energy 𝐸0, the value of each pixel can be shifted along the interpolated attenuation 

coefficient curves to generate images at any other target energy. Generally, a high keV 

reference energy is preferred for fast convergence (Section 3.1), and a target energy of 70 keV 

is used in this study as in many current clinical CT applications [1]. 

5.2.2 Validations 

We simulated a fan beam geometry with an equiangular arc detector. Two phantoms 

(a cylindrical phantom and a thorax phantom) were used to generate poly-energetic 

projection data. The simulation parameters are listed in Table C-1 (Appendix C). Quantum 

noise corresponding to 4.0 x 105 photons per detector pixel was added to the projection data. 

In this work, no inhomogeneous bow-tie filtering and scattered radiation were taken into 

consideration. All simulations were conducted on Duke Blue Devil GPU Cluster with 
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NVIDIA Tesla C1060 CPUs, which consists of 30 multiprocessors (each with eight SIMD 

processing cores) and 4 GB of memory. 

5.2.2.1 Cylindrical Phantom Simulation 

A cylindrical phantom (Figure 5-2) consisting of air, fat, breast tissue, soft tissue, 

bone (1200 mg/cm3), and iodinated contrast medium (8 mg/ml) was used in the study. Six 

simulation tests were conducted on this phantom to assess the reconstruction abilities of 

pSART compared with SART. All the SART reconstructions in this work used water 

correction technique.  

The first simulation test aimed to validate the reconstruction stabilities in terms of 

material diversity with a 23 cm cylindrical phantom and a 100 kVp spectrum. A base 

material transition test was conducted in the second test to investigate the benefit of more 

base materials. The projection dataset acquired in the first test was reconstructed by 

increasing the number of the base materials. The base material groups used in this test are 

listed in Figure 5-3. The third test focused on the reconstruction stability in terms of phantom 

size. The cylindrical phantom was formed into four sizes, i.e., 16, 23, 30, and 37 cm diameter, 

and imaging was simulated with a 100 kVp spectrum. In the fourth simulation test, we 

tested the reconstruction stability as a function of changes of the spectrum (80, 100, 120, and 

140 kVp). In the fifth simulation test, we compared the convergence properties of the SART 

and pSART with three different spectra (80, 100, and 140 kVp). In addition, we also 

compared the convergence property of pSART at two reference energies (70 and 140 keV). In 
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the last simulation test, the impact of a possible difference between the actual and the 

assumed spectra was investigated. Nineteen mismatch spectra were obtained by softening or 

hardening the correct spectrum of 100 kVp through adjusting the thickness of the inherent 

aluminum filtration of the x-ray tube. The normalized root mean square differences 

(NRMSDs) [75] of these mismatch spectra ranged from -9% to 9% with an interval of 1%. 

Here, negative NRMSDs indicate softened spectra and positive NRMSDs indicate hardened 

spectra. The parameters used in the above six simulation tests are summarized in Table 5-1.  

 

Figure 5-2: Definition of the cylindrical phantom (0.2 x 0.2 mm2 per pixel) with (1) 
fat, (2) breast tissue, (3) soft tissue, (4) 8 mg/ml iodine, and (5) 1200 mg/cm3 bone. This 
phantom was formed in four different cross sectional sizes, i.e., 16, 23, 30, and 37 cm in 
diameter.  
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Table 5-1: Parameter summary of simulation tests for the cylindrical phantom. 

Simulation tests Varying parameters Fixed parameters Individual parameters 

Material 
test 

-- 

Phantom size:  
23 cm 

Spectrum:  
100 kVp 

SART: water correction 

pSART: E0=70 keV 

Base material 
transition test 

Base material groups: 
Listed in Figure 5-3 

Phantom size: 
 23 cm 
Spectrum: 
 100 kVp 

SART: water correction 

pSART: E0=70 keV 

Phantom size 
test 

Phantom size: 
16, 23, 30, and 37 cm 

Spectrum: 
100 kVp 

SART: water correction 

pSART: E0=70 keV 

Spectrum type 
test 

X-ray spectrum: 
80, 100, 120, 140 kVp 

Phantom size:  
23 cm 

SART: water correction 

pSART: E0=70 keV 

Convergence 
test 

X-ray spectrum: 
80, 100, 140 kVp 

Phantom size:  
23 cm 

SART: water correction 

pSART: E0=70 keV, 140 keV 

Spectrum 
mismatch test 

Mismatch spectrum: Phantom size:  
23 cm 

Spectrum: 
100 kVp 

pSART: E0=70 keV 
NRMSD = -9%,…, 9% 

 

Table 5-2: Base material groups used in the base material transition test. 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

Base material Water Soft tissue 
Iodine 

Soft tissue 
Iodine 
Bone 

Fat 
Soft tissue 

Iodine 
Bone 

Fat 
Breast 

Soft tissue 
Iodine 
Bone 

5.2.3 Anthropomorphic Thorax Phantom Simulation 

In order to further validate our reconstruction algorithm, real CT data from the 

database of The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA, http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/) was 

used to create a more complex and realistic anthropomorphic thorax phantom (Figure 5-3). 
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Besides the body tissues such as lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, this phantom was 

supplemented with iodinated inserts of five different concentrations (3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 

mg/ml), and bones of seven different densities (200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, and 1400 

mg/cm3). Using this phantom, the reconstruction performance of pSART was compared with 

that of SART. 

 

Figure 5-3: Definition of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom (0.14 x 0.14 mm2 per 
pixel, 2048 x 1400 pixels) with (1) Lung, (2) fat, (3) breast tissue, (4) soft tissue, (5) 3 mg/ml 
iodine, (6) 6 mg/ml iodine, (7) 9 mg/ml iodine, (8) 12 mg/ml iodine, (9) 15 mg/ml, (10) 200 
mg/cm3 bone, (11) 400 mg/cm3 bone, (12) 600 mg/cm3 bone, (13) 800 mg/cm3 bone, (14) 1000 
mg/cm3 bone, (15) 1200 mg/cm3 bone, and (16) 1400 mg/cm3 bone. 

5.2.4 Phantom Measurement with Clinical CT 

Phantom measurements were acquired on a clinical CT scanner (Siemens Somatom 

Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany). We used axial scan mode with fixed focal 

spot, a 0.5s rotation time, a nominal tube voltage of 100 kVp, and a tube current of 100 mAs. 

A 22 cm diameter Mercury phantom [85] was employed, which contained nine 

different materials as shown in Figure 5-4. The material information is listed in Table 5-3. As 
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the attenuation coefficient curves of polyethylene, polystyrene, acrylic, and Teflon have 

similar sequence order with those of fat, breast, soft tissue, and bone, these polymers were 

classified into non-iodine region. The iodine inserts simulated mixtures of iodine and breast 

tissue and were classified into non-bone region using breast tissue and 20 mg/ml breast-

iodine mixture as base materials. With the composition information of this phantom already 

known, we were able to quantitatively validate the accuracy of pSART algorithm. 

 

Figure 5-4: Definition of the Mercury phantom with (0) air, (1), polyethylene, (2) 
polystyrene, (3) acrylic, (4) Teflon, (5) 2.2 mg/ml Iodine, (6) 4.3 mg/ml Iodine, (7) 6.4 mg/ml 
Iodine, (8) 8.5 mg/ml Iodine. 

Table 5-3: Material information of the Mercury phantom. 
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Density (mg/ml) 938 1044 1164 2163 991 993 995 998 
HU -90 -32 131 994 57 112 167 222 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Cylindrical Phantom 

Figure 5-5 shows the images reconstructed by SART and pSART algorithms from the 

same projection dataset, which was acquired with the 23 cm cylindrical phantom and 100 

kVp spectrum. Both of them were initialized with zero values and were reconstructed with 

120 iterations. The images are shown with a window width of 160 HU and a window level of 

70 HU. Though water correction was applied to SART (Figure 5-5a), the visible cupping 

artifacts (brighter pixels at the soft tissue border) were not able to be completely eliminated. 

Besides, the dark streak artifacts between the bones and iodinated inserts further degraded 

the image quality. Figure 5-5b was reconstructed by the proposed pSART algorithm at the 

reference energy 140 keV and target energy 70 keV. Compared with Figure 5-5a, no 

degradation due to beam hardening artifacts was observable, which implies that pSART was 

more accurate than SART. 

Relative errors in terms of the attenuation coefficient (Eq. 4-19) for different materials 

of the cylindrical phantom are summarized in Table 5-4. For SART, because of the water 

correction, the soft tissue had relatively small percent error. In contrast, materials with less 

attenuation coefficient values than water, such as fat and breast tissue, tended to be 

underestimated; materials with larger attenuation coefficient values than water, such as 

iodine and bone, tended to be overestimated. The overall percent errors were within a 2% 

interval [-1.4%, 2.6%]. In comparison, the overall percent errors of pSART were within a 
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negligible interval [-0.1%, 0.1%]. Table 5-5 correspondingly compared the iodine 

concentration and bone density estimated by SART and pSART to further validate the 

reconstruction accuracy of the pSART algorithm. 

 
(a) SART  (b) pSART 

Figure 5-5: Images reconstructed by (a) water-corrected SART and (b) pSART from 
the same projection dataset, which was acquired with the 23 cm diameter cylindrical 
phantom and 100 kVp spectrum. Both of them were initialized with zero values and 
reconstructed with 120 iterations. The images were 512 x 512 with a voxel size of 0.5 x 0.5 
mm2. 

Table 5-4: Relative errors in terms of the attenuation coefficient for different 
materials in the cylindrical phantom. 

 Fat Breast tissue Soft tissue 
Iodine 

(8 mg/ml) 
Bone 

(1200 mg/cm3) 
SART -1.4% -0.2% -0.2% 2.2% 2.6% 
pSART -0.1% -0.1% -0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 

 

Table 5-5: Iodine concentration and bone density evaluated by SART and pSART. 

 Iodine 
(8 mg/ml) 

Bone 
(1200 mg/cm3) 

SART 8.9 1263 
pSART 8.0 1201 
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The results of the base material transition test are plotted in Figure 5-6. Referring to 

the indices of Table 5-2, when only water was used as the base material (group 1), the 

attenuations of soft tissue and breast had small relative errors. However, other materials 

yielded relatively large errors due to the large difference in attenuation with water. Adding 

soft tissue and iodine as base materials (group 2) reduced their relative errors, especially for 

the iodine. With the addition of bone (group 3), the relative error associated with bone was 

further reduced. The relative error of fat was also reduced because the strong BH effect due 

to bone was suppressed. Adding breast as a base material (group 4) reduced the relative 

error of breast to a negligible level. Note that fat also showed a small improvement as in this 

case fat was interpreted as low density breast tissue instead of low density soft tissue as the 

attenuation property of fat is closer to that of the breast. Finally, adding fat as a base material 

(group 5) reduced fat’s relative error to a negligible level as well.  
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Figure 5-6: The simulation results of the base material transition test. The columns 
without stars indicate that the corresponding materials are not base materials. The 
columns with stars indicate that the corresponding materials are base materials. 

The effects of the phantom size and spectrum type are presented in Figure 5-7. For 

SART, soft tissue maintained low relative percent errors due to water correction; fat and 

breast tissue were continuously underestimated for all phantom sizes and spectra; Iodine 

and bone showed more complicated nonlinear changes – they were overestimated for certain 

size phantoms or spectra, but underestimated for others. The large variation due to the 

spectrum (i.e., [-7.5%, 12.1%]) compared to that due to the phantom size (i.e., [-2.5%, 4.5%]) 

indicated that spectrum had a larger influence on the accuracy of voxel values. However, 

compared to SART, pSART yielded negligible relative errors (i.e., [-0.1%, 0.1%]) for all 

materials in the two tests and showed good reconstruction stability across phantom size and 

spectrum type. 
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(a) Phantom size test results (b) Spectrum type test results 

Figure 5-7: (a) Phantom size test results and (b) spectrum type test results. Percent 
relative errors are plotted for different materials (fat, breast tissue, soft tissue, 8 mg/ml 
iodine, and 1200 mg/cm3 bone) and reconstruction algorithms (dashed line: SART; dotted 
line: pSART). 

The results of the convergence test for different spectra are illustrated in Figure 5-8. 

For SART (Figure 5-8a), the curves did not change after 100 iterations. However, because of 

nonlinear beam hardening effect, none of the reconstructed attenuation values of bone and 

iodine converged to the expected values. The reconstructed attenuation values of fat and 

breast tissue were close to the expected values, but their relative errors (about -1.1% to -3.2%) 

were still significant. Soft tissue values were relatively accurate because of similar 

attenuation properties with water. 

In Figure 5-8b, the three kVp spectrum datasets were reconstructed by pSART. 

Similar with SART, the values did not change after 100 iterations. However, different from 

SART, the attenuation values reconstructed by pSART converged to the expected values 
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associated with the target energy. Besides, the dataset of the low kVp spectrum possessed 

fastest convergence speed among the three datasets. 

Figure 5-8c depicts the attenuation convergence curves of the same spectra but at 

higher reference energy of 140 keV. One significant improvement was faster convergence 

speed for all spectrum datasets. Instead of requiring more than 100 iterations at the reference 

energy of 70 keV, the attenuation values reached the expected attenuation values at the 50-th 

iteration. 

SART generally needed approximately 100 iterations to reconstruct a dataset of 1152 

projections and each iteration cost about 4s. For pSART, each iteration costs about 5s, but by 

selecting higher reference energy, the number of iterations could be reduced to 50 leading to 

a shorter computational time than that of SART (Table 5-6). This implies remarkable 

reconstruction efficiency of the proposed algorithm. 
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(a) SART (b) pSART (E0 = 70 keV) 

 
(c) pSART (𝐸0 = 140 keV) 

Figure 5-8: Convergence test results for different spectra (asterisk: 80 kVp; dot: 100 
kVp; circle: 140 kVp) of the (a) SART algorithm, (b) pSART algorithm at reference energy 
𝑬𝟎 =70 keV, and (c) pSART algorithm at reference energy 𝑬𝟎 =140 keV. Attenuation 
convergence curves are plotted for the materials in the 23 cm diameter phantom (from 
bottom to top: fat, breast tissue, soft tissue, 8 mg/ml iodine, and 1200 mg/ml bone) under 
three different x-ray spectrum (star: 80 kVp; dot: 100 kVp; circle: 140 kVp). 

Table 5-6: Comparison between SART and pSART in terms of computational time. 

 Iterations Time/Iteration Total Time 
SART 100 4 sec 7 min 
pSART 50 5 sec 4 min 
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The results of the spectrum mismatch test are shown in Figure 5-9. For the softened 

mismatch spectra (i.e., NRMSD < 0%), the attenuation values for all body tissues were 

underestimated (i.e., relative errors < 0) due to the increased photon number in the low 

energy range. The reverse was the case for the hardened spectra. The relative error range 

was increased from [-0.1%, 0.1%] to [-5.1%, 4.5%] for the spectrum with largest NRMSD of-9% 

and 9%. We recently proposed a robust spectrum measurement technique [103], which 

showed that an experimental accuracy of ±1.6% is readily achievable. Therefore, the relative 

error range could be reduced down to [-0.9%, 1.5%], which was smaller than that of SART 

with the correct spectrum (i.e., [-1.9%, 2.1%]). If water calibration is available, the relative 

error range could be further reduced by subtracting the offset value associated with water. 

This finding shows that pSART can moderately tolerate the mismatch spectra. 
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Figure 5-9: Spectrum mismatch results. Percent relative errors of different body 
tissues were derived based on different mismatch spectra (80 kVp), the NRMSDs of 
which ranged from -9% to 9%. The projection data were simulated by using the 23 cm 
diameter phantom. 

5.3.2 Thorax Phantom 

The reconstruction results of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom are shown in 

Figure 5-10. The images simulated at 70 keV and reconstructed by SART are presented in the 

first column for reference. The images reconstructed by SART and pSART simulated with 

the same poly-energetic projection dataset (80 kVp) are presented in the second and third 

columns, respectively. To further facilitate visual comparison, the images are shown with the 

standard window (-25/350) in the first row and with the soft tissue window (50/100) in the 

second row. The relative difference between the reconstructed images and the phantom 

(Figure 5-10) are shown in the last row with a window/level of 0%/20%. All of them were 

initialized with zero values and used 200 iterations to reach full convergence. The images in 
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the first column (Figure 5-10) were reconstructed by FBP (70 keV). Using a mono-energetic 

spectrum, no beam-hardening artifact was present. The difference image in the third row 

had approximately average zero values. The bright/dark boarders around the high 

frequency edges were due to the partial volume effect. 

For the SART (80 kVp) algorithm, the beam-hardening effect resulted in dark 

streaking artifacts around the dense bones and also in the heart region. For example, in the 

soft tissue window, the dark streaks significantly changed the original uniform soft tissue on 

the two sides of the sternum. In the heart region, the streaking artifacts were induced by 

both the bones and the iodinated inserts. In addition to the visible artifacts, voxel value 

inaccuracies could be visually appreciated in its difference image. In the lung region, streaks 

due to the dense bones created non-uniformities that could be readily observed. Consistent 

with the results showed in the last section, fat and breast tended to be underestimated, and 

bones and iodinated inserts tended to be overestimated. The relative errors of the soft tissue 

were relatively small due to the water correction except for voxels between the high 

attenuation materials. 

The images in the last column were acquired at 80 kVp and reconstructed by pSART. 

In comparison with SART (80 kVp), there were no apparent streak artifact, and the image 

appearance was almost the same with that of our reference image (SART, 70 keV). Other 

than the partial volume artifacts, the difference image in the last row had an average zero 

value, which indicates the high reconstruction accuracy of the pSART algorithm. 
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SART (70 keV) SART (80 kVp) pSART (80 kVp) 

 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Reconstruction results of the anthropomorphic thorax phantom. The 
images from the first column to the third column were reconstructed by the SART (70 
keV), SART (80 kVp), and pSART (80 kVp), respectively. The images from the first row to 
the second row are shown in different windows, i.e., fat window (-25/350) and soft tissue 
window (50/100). The last row shows the relative difference images with window level 
0%/20%. All of them were initialized with zero values and used 200 iterations. The images 
were 512 x 350 with a voxel size of 0.56 x 0.56 mm2. 

For quantitative comparison, Figure 5-11 shows the measured CT numbers of 

different materials in the images reconstructed by SART (80 kVp) and pSART (80 kVp) 

against the theoretical CT numbers. In Figure 5-11a, the CT numbers of fat and breast of the 

SART algorithm were about 20 HU lowers than the expected values. The soft tissue was 

close to the expected value because of the water correction, but still deviated slightly from 
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the expected value. In contrast, the results of pSART showed good agreement with the 

expected values. In Figure 5-11b, the results of various iodinated inserts were plotted, and 

the iodine concentration scale was added to the right-y axis for reference. For SART, 

Iodinated inserts were constantly overestimated, and the discrepancy could be as large as 8 

mg/ml for the 15 mg/ml insert. Therefore, iodine calibration was indispensable to the SART 

algorithm. In comparison, as the attenuation properties of iodine had been modeled into the 

pSART algorithm, the measured values of pSART were in accordance with the expected 

values for all inserts. Thus, no iodine calibration was required. The quantitative results of 

various density bones were presented in Figure 5-11c, and the bone density scale was added 

to the right-y axis for reference. For the SART, the bones were also constantly over-estimated, 

and the inaccuracy in the bone density estimation could be as large as 400 mg/cm3 for the 

1400 mg/cm3 bone. However, the proposed algorithm accurately reconstructed the density 

values of all bones. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5-11: Measured CT numbers of different materials from images 
reconstructed by SART (crosses) and pSART (circles) were plotted against the theoretical 
CT numbers for (a) fat, breast, and soft tissue, (b) iodinated inserts of different 
concentrations, and (c) bones of different densities.  

5.3.3 Phantom Measurement with Clinical CT 

Reconstruction results of the Mercury phantom using a clinical CT scanner are 

shown in Figure 5-12. With SART, due to the poly-energetic spectrum, strong streak artifacts 

(the upper arrow in Figure 5-12a) between the Teflon insert and the 8.5 mg/ml Iodine insert 

were visible in the reconstructed image. Ring artifacts caused by the iodine inserts (the lower 

arrow in Figure 5-12a) also deteriorated the image quality. The quantitative results (Table 5-7) 

showed that the relative errors across the materials spread in a large range, i.e., [-2.0%, 4.1%]. 

The errors of the estimated concentrations of the iodine inserts could be as large as 1.9 mg/ml 

for the 8.5 mg/ml iodine insert (Table 5-8). In contrast, the image reconstructed by pSART 

(Figure 5-12b) was free of artifacts. The errors across the materials were reduced to a small 

range [-0.4%, 0.3%] and the iodine concentrations were accurately determined with absolute 

errors less than 0.2 mg/ml. 
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(a) SART (b) pSART 

Figure 5-12: Images reconstructed by (a) water-corrected SART and (b) pSART 
from the same projection dataset, which was acquired with the 22 cm diameter Mercury 
phantom and 100 kVp spectrum. Window level = -100 HU and window width = 100 HU. 
The images were 512 x 512 with a voxel size of 0.5 x 0.5 mm2. 

Table 5-7: Relative errors in terms of the attenuation coefficient for different 
materials in the cylindrical phantom. 
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SART -2.0% -1.6% -0.7% 2.0% 1.4% 2.3% 3.2% 4.1% 
pSART -0.3% -0.2% -0.2% 0.3% -0.2% -0.2% -0.3% -0.4% 

Table 5-8: Iodine concentrations evaluated by SART and pSART. 

 Iodine 
2.2 mg/ml 

Iodine 
4.3 mg/ml 

Iodine 
6.4 mg/ml 

Iodine 
8.5 mg/ml 

SART 2.8 5.3 7.8 10.4 
pSART 2.1 4.2 6.2 8.3 

5.4 Discussion 

We developed an efficient poly-energetic SART reconstruction algorithm (pSART). A 

cylindrical phantom was used to investigate the reconstruction characteristics of the 
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proposed algorithm. The simulation results indicated that beam-hardening artifacts were 

completely removed, and all materials converged to the expected attenuation coefficients 

with absolute relative errors less than 0.1% for different phantom sizes (16, 23, 30, 37 cm) and 

spectra (80, 100, 120, and 140 kVp). The base material transition test indicated the importance 

of incorporating the correct attenuation information for the materials presented in the 

scanned objects. The convergence test results indicated that the reconstructions with low 

kVp data or high reference energies converged faster and required less number of iterations. 

Finally, the spectrum mismatch test showed that the range of relative errors across materials 

only increased from [-0.1%, 0.1%] (derived with the correct spectrum) to [-0.9%, 1.5%] for the 

spectra with NRMSDs of ±1.6% expected from experimental measurements. This error range 

was smaller than that of SART with the correct spectrum (i.e., [-1.9%, 2.1%]), which indicated 

that pSART could moderately tolerate spectral inaccuracies associated with experimental 

limits. 

A realistic anthropomorphic phantom with detail anatomical structures was used to 

quantitatively investigate the reconstruction ability of pSART in comparison with SART. The 

reconstruction results showed that pSART could completely eliminate the beam-hardening 

artifacts and the CT numbers could be accurately reconstructed for all body tissues, bones 

with different densities, and iodinated inserts with different concentrations. The experiment 

performed on a clinical CT scanner showed that, compared with SART, pSART was able to 

reconstruct an artifact-free image. The quantitative results further showed that the absolute 
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relative errors of the voxel values estimated by pSART were less than 0.4%, which enables 

one to accurately determine the iodine concentrations with absolute errors less than 0.2 

mg/ml. 

There are three important features that distinguish our algorithm from prior efforts. 

(1) Diverse base materials, including fat, breast, soft tissue, bone, and iodine, are modeled 

into the reconstruction process, and the subtle differences of bones of different densities and 

iodine voxels of different concentrations are accurately modeled by our algorithm. Thus we 

completely eliminate beam hardening artifacts and also significantly improve the CT 

number accuracy. (2) Our algorithm does not require advanced segmentation techniques or 

registration techniques to precisely segment the images into regions of soft tissue, bone, and 

iodine. We only need to coarsely segment the images into two types of regions, i.e., non-bone 

regions and non-iodine regions, which reduces the computational complexity and is easily 

achieved by the current anatomical based segmentation methods [116, 118]. As no 

registration is involved, our method does not suffer from patient motion artifacts. (3) When 

using low kVp spectra and high reference energies, the reconstruction efficiency of the poly-

energetic algorithms (e.g., pSART) in terms of convergence speed surpasses that of their 

corresponding mono-energetic algorithms (e.g., SART). 

In previous literature [34-36], if K-edge materials are absent, the material in each 

voxel can be decomposed into two bases (i.e., photoelectric component and Compton 

component) or two distinct materials (e.g., water and bone). This decomposition approach 
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can quantitatively reconstruct an object of unknown composition. However, as it doubles the 

solution space, the object has to be scanned by a dual energy scanner to obtain more 

information, thus increases the cost and the complexity of the scanning technology. In 

comparison, pSART assumes that the scanned object is composed of known base materials. 

The well-defined attenuation properties of the base materials are incorporated into the 

reconstruction process as prior information. After segmenting the images into non-iodine 

region and non-bone region, the attenuation property of each voxel can be uniquely indexed 

by its attenuation at a reference energy (𝐸0). As such, the size of the solution space in this 

work is the same as that of the SART algorithm. Overall, pSART can be applied on a single 

spectrum CT scanner to reconstruct artifact-free images. In a separate study (not present 

here), we have seen that the accuracy of the voxel values across diverse body tissues can be 

improved by incorporating more base materials as prior information. 

One limitation of the proposed algorithm is that the voxels containing coronary 

artery calcification cannot be easily classified into non-iodine regions based on the patient 

anatomical structures. Thus those voxels are mistakenly interpreted as iodine. To avoid such 

misinterpretation, a future study may employ pre-contrast images to ensure that the ROIs 

selected for iodine concentration measurements do not contain noticeable calcifications. To 

further reduce noise in the reconstructed images, we can also extend this algorithm to the 

statistical poly-energetic reconstruction method [19, 32, 120], which can statistically model 

the Poisson distribution characteristics of the quantum noise. Besides, an edge-preserving 
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penalty term can be modeled in the maximum likelihood function to further reduce noise 

while possessing anatomical details. These improvements remain topics for future 

investigation. 

5.5 Conclusions 

We have presented an efficient poly-energetic SART algorithm for computed 

tomography. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm effectively eliminated 

beam hardening artifacts, reconstructed the accurate attenuation coefficients for precise 

quantitative imaging, and accelerated the reconstruction process. Future work will include 

extending this poly-energetic method to statistical methods, and incorporate other features, 

such as detector noise and regularization functions.  
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Chapter 6 

6 A Segmentation-free Poly-energetic 
Dynamic Perfusion Imaging (pDP) 
Algorithm 

In Chapter 5, we described an algorithm to quantify iodine in iodine-blood mixtures. 

However, that method cannot be directly applied to mixture of iodine with other tissues. For 

such imaging needs, it is possible to use the pre-contrast images as a priori information in the 

reconstruction process, if the patient motions are negligible or can be corrected by 

registration. In this chapter, we propose a segmentation-free poly-energetic dynamic 

perfusion imaging (pDP) algorithm. This algorithm assumes that the motion effect of the 

patient is negligible or can be corrected by registration. Pre-contrast images are employed as 

a priori information to derive linearized iodine projections from the post-contrast images. 

With the linearized iodine projections, iodine perfusion maps are reconstructed directly 

without the influence of iodine location, patient size, x-ray spectrum, or background tissue 

type. This work included a series of simulations on a dynamic iodine calibration phantom 

and a dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom to validate the proposed algorithm. 

The work described in this chapter has been submitted to the journal of Medical 

Physics [122]. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In dynamic CT perfusion imaging [109, 110, 123], iodinated contrast agent is 

administrated to a patient through intravenous injection as a way to raise the radio opacity 

and to enhance the visibility of vascular structures and organs [1]. By recording the change 

of the CT numbers of the pre-selected ROIs during the passage of the iodine bolus, time-

attenuation curves (TACs) and time-concentration curves (TCCs) can be obtained, from 

which blood flow (BF), blood volume (BV), and mean transit time (MTT) can be derived to 

help effectively diagnose different diseases. For example, cardiac myocardial perfusion 

imaging [48] can help detect coronary artery disease (e.g., infarcted or ischemic 

myocardium), assess left and right ventricular function, and evaluate for structural heart 

disease. Lung perfusion CT [57, 124] can help identify pulmonary emboli and differentiate 

between benign and malignant nodules. Researches in breast perfusion imaging [56, 125-127] 

shows that breast cancers could be distinguished from normal mammary glands based on 

the perfusion values. 

The quality and accuracy of the dynamic perfusion imaging in the clinical setting has 

been limited by the beam hardening (BH) effect. When x-rays pass through materials, low 

energy photons are preferentially absorbed, which increases the mean energy of the x-rays. 

This phenomenon leads to various artifacts in reconstructed images, such as cupping and 

streaking [1]. Those artifacts can result in falsely decreased attenuation of affected tissue that 

may be misinterpreted as a perfusion defect [110]. As such, BH influences the accuracy of the 
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voxel values, which makes the quantitative evaluation of iodine perfusion challenging [128-

130]. 

Currently, the CT perfusion imaging algorithm widely used in clinical practice is 

based on water-corrected [23-26] Filtered Backprojection (FBP) algorithms [109, 131]. This 

approach requires pre-calibrated iodine concentration curves [123, 132] across different 

spectra and phantom sizes, so that the errors of measured TACs or TCCs [110, 123] can be 

reduced. This approach takes the advantage of FBP’s fast speed, but is susceptible to streak 

artifacts induced by high attenuation materials, such as bone, iodine, and metal. 

Some efforts have been made to account for the attenuation properties of bone and 

iodine [29, 33], but with limited success. For example, Joseph and Ruth [29] proposed an 

image-based beam hardening correction algorithm to incorporate the attenuation properties 

of water, bone and iodine in terms of effective density. However, a pre-requisite of this 

method is to accurately segment these three base materials into distinct regions. Stenner et al 

[33] developed a method to distinguish the three regions by measuring the voxel dynamics, 

but they used a series of threshold-based segmentation techniques, and the voxels 

containing low concentration or low dynamic iodinated contrast agent could be potentially 

mis-interpreted as soft tissue or bone minerals. Besides, both of the two methods are limited 

to myocardial perfusion exam, as they only modeled the attenuation properties of blood-

iodine mixture. Errors may arise in other perfusion exams, such as lung or breast perfusion 
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exams (see our simulation results with a dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom in 

Section 6.3.2). 

In this work, a new poly-energetic dynamic perfusion imaging algorithm (pDP) is 

proposed. Our algorithm does not require segmentation. Assuming minimal or correctable 

patient motions, pre-contrast images are used as a priori information to derive linearized 

iodinated projections from post-contrast projections. With the linearized iodinated 

projections, artifact-free iodine maps can be reconstructed directly. As diverse base materials 

(e.g., lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, bone, metal implant, and iodine) are incorporated, pDP 

enables quantitative iodine map reconstruction independent of various influential factors 

such as iodine location, patient size, spectrum, and background tissue type. 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Algorithm 

A flow chart of the proposed pDP algorithm is shown in Figure 6-1. Here, r=1,…, NR 

is the r-th ray from the x-ray source to the detector element, v=1,…, NV is the v-th voxel of the 

target volume, and NR and NV are the total numbers of the x-ray paths and target voxels, 

respectively. With the pre-contrast measurements 𝑝𝑟
𝑝𝑟𝑒, the pre-contrast images 𝑡𝑣

𝑝𝑟𝑒 are first 

reconstructed using poly-energetic iterative FBP (piFBP) [133]. Section 6.2.1 summarizes the 

theoretical bases and provides more details of this algorithm. With the post-contrast 

measurements 𝑝𝑟
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, intermediate post-contrast images �̃�𝑣

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 are reconstructed as references 

to register pre-contrast images 𝑡𝑣
𝑝𝑟𝑒 as a way to offset patient motions and to obtain motion-
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free pre-contrast images �̃�𝑣
𝑝𝑟𝑒, with which the accumulated effective lengths 𝑙𝑟𝑚

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 of all body 

tissues are computed based on the acquisition parameters of 𝑝𝑟
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 and are used as a priori 

information to derive the linearized iodine projections (𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡). Here, m=1,…, NM is the base 

material index, NM is the total number of the base materials, and the material index of iodine 

is 𝑚=7. In this way, the linearized iodine projections 𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 can be reconstructed into artifact-

free iodine maps (𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒) by a standard FBP algorithm. Section 6.2.1 describes the post-

contrast iodine map reconstruction method in detail. 

 

Figure 6-1: Flow chart of the proposed pDP algorithm. 

6.2.1.1 Pre-contrast image reconstruction 

The forward projection model for the poly-energetic x-ray beam [19] is given by 

  ln ( ) exp[ ( , ) ]
r

pre
r L

p - I x dl d      

, 6-1 
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where �̅�𝑟
𝑝𝑟𝑒 (r=1,…, NR) is the estimated logarithmic measurement along the r-th ray line Lr in 

the pre-contrast phase, 𝐼(𝜀) is the spectrum (normalized to unit area), and 𝜇(𝑟, 𝜀) is the 

unknown spatial- and energetic-related attenuation map of the object. In order to reduce the 

free degrees of the attenuation map 𝜇(𝑟, 𝜀) and to quickly evaluate this nonlinear double 

integral, we propose the following adaptive base material decomposition method. 

We assume that the object is comprised of 𝑁𝑀 known base materials, and the mixture 

in each voxel can be decomposed to iodine and two other base materials. The base material 

set can be chosen based on the CT exams. For example, in thorax perfusion CT exam, the 

base material set can include air (m=0), lung (m=1), fat (m=2), breast (m=3), soft tissue (m=4), 

bone (m=5, 1920 mg/cc water-calcium solution), metal implant (m=6, e.g., titanium), and 

iodine (m=7). The attenuation coefficient curves [46] of the base materials in the pre-contrast 

phase are plotted in Figure 4-1.  

With the poly-energetic iterative FBP algorithm (piFBP) described in Chapter 4, the 

images in the pre-contrast phase can be reconstructed as  
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( 1) ( ) ( )( )

pre pre
w
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t t p t
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, 6-2 

where B is the Filtered Backprojection (FBP) operator, 𝐩𝑤
𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the column vector of the water 

corrected logarithmic poly-energetic measurements, k is the iteration index (𝑘 ≥ 0), and c is 

the relaxation parameter. In this work, the relaxation parameter c was set to one. As BH 

artifacts are mainly low frequency signals, a smoothing operator S was added to suppress 

the noise of the correction volume and to improve the convergence stability. In this work, a 
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smoothing kernel of 5 x 5 pixels Gaussian low pass filter (mean=0 and sigma=1.05) was 

favored to provide sufficient noise suppression. 

6.2.1.2 Post-contrast iodine map reconstruction 

The enhancement of the post-contrast projections with respect to the pre-contrast 

ones is mainly due to the introduced iodine contrast agent. As the attenuation property of 

the iodine solvent is similar to that of soft tissue or blood, we can simply assume the increase 

of the voxel values is only caused by iodine element, i.e.,  

 post pre iodine
v v vt t t  , 6-3 

where �̃�𝑣
𝑝𝑟𝑒, 𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒, and 𝑡𝑣

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 are the v-th voxel values of the motion corrected pre-contrast 

images, the iodine maps, and the post-contrast images, respectively. Based on Eq. 4-5 and Eq. 

6-3, the energy-dependent attenuation coefficient for the v-th voxel of the post-contrast 

images can be expressed as 
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.  6-4 

With the above equation, the linear integral along the r-th ray can be approximated by the 

accumulated effective lengths ( 𝑙𝑟𝑚
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑟 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑅) of the base materials (m=0,…,7) as 
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1,...,7 1,...,6
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As 𝑙𝑟𝑚
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 (m=1,…,6) can be calculated with �̃�𝑣

𝑝𝑟𝑒  (Eq. 4-8) based on the post-scan 

acquisition parameters, the proposed method does not require the post-contrast projections 

to be geometrically identical to the pre-contrast projections. The effective length of iodine 

(𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡) is defined as 

 ,7
1,..., 7 0( )V

iodine
post v

r rv
v N

tl a
 

  .  6-6 

With 𝑙𝑟𝑚
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑚 = 1, … ,6) and 𝑝𝑟

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 , the accumulated lengths of iodine (𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) can be 

numerically computed by solving the following nonlinear equations using bisection method 

[134]  
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. 6-7 

To suppress noise, we apply a projection space denoising operation to 𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 by using a 

5 x 5 pixels Gaussian low pass filter (mean=0, sigma=0.8). As 𝑙𝑟,7
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡is linearly related to 𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒 

(Eq. 6-6), standard FBP algorithm can be used directly to reconstruct the iodine map. The 

iodine concentration of the v-th voxel can be further computed as 

 
7 0

4933 /
( )

iodine
v

v
tc mg cc
 

  , 6-8 

where 4933 mg/cc is the density of the iodine element. With �̃�𝑣
𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒, synthesized 

post-contrast images can then be computed by Eq. 6-3. As the attenuation curve of iodine is 

incorporated, the BH effect due to iodine can be effectively eliminated. 
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Note that the previous algorithms [29, 33, 110, 123] are limited to myocardial 

perfusion, as they assume that iodine can only be mixed with blood. In contrast, by allowing 

for any types of tissue-iodine mixtures, our method can be applied to other organ perfusion 

exams, such as in lungs or breasts. By choosing suitable base materials, we can further 

extend the proposed algorithm to cerebral, renal, and hepatic perfusion exams. For example, 

for the cerebral perfusion imaging exams, the base materials can include fat, white matter, 

gray matter, bone, and tooth. Thus, accurate artifact-free pre-contrast images can be 

reconstructed and used as a priori information to linearize the iodine projections.  

6.2.2 Validations 

We simulated a fan beam with an equiangular arc detector. The simulation parameters 

are listed in Table C-1 (Appendix C). Quantum noise corresponding to 4.0 x 105 photons per 

detector pixel was added to the projection data. In this work, no inhomogeneous bow-tie 

filtering and scattering were taken into consideration. All simulations were conducted on 

Duke Blue Devil GPU Cluster with NVIDIA Tesla C1060 CPUs, which consists of 30 

multiprocessors (each with eight SIMD processing cores) and 4 GB of memory. 

6.2.2.1 Dynamic iodine calibration phantom 

A size-variable dynamic iodine calibration phantom (Figure 6-2) was designed to 

compare the conventional FBP-based perfusion algorithm and the proposed pDP algorithm. 

In the pre-contrast phase (Figure 6-2a), this phantom was composed of uniform soft tissue. 

In the post-contrast phase (Figure 6-2b), five groups of iodine inserts with different 
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concentrations (2, 6, 10, 14, 18 mg/cc) emerged from the soft tissue background. For each 

group, five iodine inserts with the same concentration were positioned at different radial 

distances. The size of this phantom was scaled to 16, 23, 30, and 37 cm diameters to simulate 

patients of different sizes. With this phantom, three tests, i.e., an iodine location test, a 

phantom size test, and a x-ray spectrum test, were performed to investigate the 

reconstruction stability of the algorithm. The parameters used in the three simulation tests 

are summarized in Table 6-1. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6-2: Definition of the dynamic calibration phantom (1024 x 1024 pixels). (a) 
In the pre-contrast phase, this phantom was only composed of uniform (1) soft tissue. (b) 
In the post-contrast phase, this phantom was composed of (1) soft tissue, (2) 2 mg/cc 
iodine insert group, (3) 6 mg/cc iodine insert group, (4) 10 mg/cc iodine insert group, (5) 14 
mg/cc iodine insert group, and (6) 18 mg/cc iodine insert group. 
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Table 6-1: Parameter summary of the simulation tests for the dynamic iodine 
calibration phantom. 

Simulation tests Varying parameters Fixed parameters Individual parameters 

Iodine location 
test 

Radial distance of the 
iodine inserts 

Spectrum: 80 kVp 
Phantom size: 30 cm 

FBP: water correction 
pDP: E0=70 keV 

Phantom size 
test 

Phantom size:  
  16, 23, 30, and 37 cm Spectrum: 80 kVp FBP: water correction 

pDP: E0=70 keV 

X-ray spectrum 
test 

X-ray spectrum:  
  80, 100, 120, 140 kVp Phantom size: 30 cm FBP: water correction 

pDP: E0=70 keV 

6.2.2.2 Dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom 

In order to further validate our reconstruction algorithm, real CT data from the 

database of The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA, http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/) 

were used to create a more complex and realistic dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom 

(Figure 6-3). The phantom was assumed idealized for tissue registration and contrast 

enhancement. 

In the pre-contrast phase (Figure 6-3a), this phantom was composed of diverse 

materials, i.e., (1) lung, (2) fat, (3) breast, (4) soft tissue, (5) bone (1000 mg/cc), (6) metal 

implant (titanium). In the post-contrast phase (Figure 6-3b), iodine perfusion resulted in 

different tissue-iodine mixtures, i.e., (7) lung-iodine mixture, (8) fat-iodine mixture, (9) 

breast-iodine mixture, and (10) soft tissue-iodine mixture. In order to simulate the dynamic 

wash-in and wash-out kinetics, a gamma-variate function [135] (Figure 6-4) was employed to 

govern the concentration changes of the iodinated contrast agent as 
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 max max max( ) ( ) exp[ (1 )]ac t c t t a t t    6-9 

The parameter 𝑎 affects the rise and fall times of the function and was set to 1 in this work; 

the peak time 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 was set to the 8 seconds for all tissues; the maximum iodine concentration 

𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 at the peak time was set to 14 mg/ml for all tissues. In addition, a common set of 

regions of interest surrounding the left chamber (Figure 6-5) was used to assess the effect of 

BH artifacts induced by iodinated contrast agent in both heart chambers and aorta. With this 

dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom, poly-energetic projections were simulated from 

0s to 20s with a 2s interval [33]. The projections were reconstructed by the conventional FBP 

algorithm and the proposed pDP algorithm. The simulation results were compared 

quantitatively. 

Note that as this dynamic phantom was mainly used to validate the proposed 

algorithm, a single TAC was applied to all body tissues. This choice enabled the comparison 

of the impact of iodine on the reconstruction values across different background tissues. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6-3: Definition of the dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom (2048 x 
1400 pixels, 0.15 x 0.15 mm2). (a) In the pre-contrast phase, this phantom was composed of 
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(1) lung, (2) fat, (3) breast, (4) soft tissue, (5) bone (1000 mg/cc), and (6) metal implant 
(titanium). (b) In the post-contrast phase, iodine perfusion resulted in different iodine-
body tissue mixtures, i.e., (7) lung-iodine mixture, (8) fat-iodine mixture, (9) breast-iodine 
mixture, and (10) soft tissue-iodine mixture. The TAC of those different body tissue-
iodine mixtures is defined in Figure 6-4. 

 

Figure 6-4: The TAC of the different body tissue-iodine mixtures. The iodine 
concentration scale was added to the right-y axis for reference. Ten time points were 
sampled from 0s to 20s with 2s interval. 

 

 

Figure 6-5: Anatomical structures in the heart region. A set of ROIs (i.e., apical, 
septal, basal, and lateral) was used to evaluate the BH artifacts induced by iodine in both 
heart chambers and aorta. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Dynamic Iodine Calibration Phantom 

Figure 6-6 shows the reconstruction results of the dynamic iodine calibration 

phantom in the post-contrast phase. The images in the first column were reconstructed by 

FBP (70 keV). Because of the mono-energetic spectrum, BH artifacts were not noticeable. The 

images in the first column were used as benchmarks for the rest of the comparisons. The 

percent relative difference image in the second row shows uniform zero values. The iodine 

map shown in the last row was obtained by subtracting the post-contrast image from the 

pre-contrast image, and it correctly retrieved all iodine inserts.  

The post-contrast images reconstructed by FBP (80 kVp) are shown in the second 

column of Figure 6-6. Dark streak artifacts were readily visible. The percent relative 

difference image in the second row shows that iodine inserts were constantly over-estimated 

for all concentrations, which affects the accuracy of the quantitative perfusion assessment. 

By subtracting the post-contrast image from the pre-contrast image, we obtained the iodine 

map as presented in the last row. The BH artifacts were prominent in a narrow window level 

(0 HU/40 HU). As expected, the strength of the artifacts was positively correlated with the 

iodine concentration but inversely correlated with the distance between the iodine inserts. In 

addition, the strength of the artifacts was also positively correlated with the radial distance. 

For instance, for the 10 mg/cc iodine inserts, the shape of the iodine inserts near the center 

was round, but when approaching the phantom border, the shape was gradually deformed 
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to an ellipse, the long axis of which was parallel to the shortest intersection line between the 

x-ray path and the phantom. This phenomenon was due to the cupping effect [1]. For the 

iodine inserts close to the center, the x-rays from different directions were equally attenuated, 

so that the BH effect was isotropic and the shape of the iodine inserts could be preserved. 

However, for the iodine near the phantom boarder, BH effect was no longer isotropic. The 

directions with shorter intersection lines between the x-ray path and the phantom could 

induce stronger BH artifacts, because of the large amount of un-attenuated low energy 

photons. Water correction could not effectively eliminate this iodine-induced cupping effect. 

The images in the last column of Figure 6-6 were reconstructed by pDP (80 kVp). In 

comparison with FBP (80 kVp), the streaks caused by the iodine inserts were totally 

eliminated in the post-contrast image. The relative difference image in the second row had 

uniformly negligible values. The iodine map in the last row was nearly identical with the 

iodine map obtained by FBP (70 keV). 
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Figure 6-6. Reconstruction results of the dynamic iodine calibration phantom. The 
images from the first column to the third column were reconstructed by FBP (70 keV), FBP 
(80 kVp), and pDP (80 kVp), respectively. The images from the first row to the third row 
were post-contrast images (50/100), relative difference images (0%/20%), and iodine maps 
(0/40), respectively. 
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Figure 6-7 shows the location test results of the dynamic iodine calibration phantom 

(30 cm and 80 kVp). To facilitate comparison, the CT numbers of the iodine inserts in the 

same concentration group were subtracted from the value of the innermost iodine insert to 

yield the relative CT numbers, which were then plotted against the radial distance. For FBP 

(Figure 6-7a), the maximum intragroup difference of the iodine inserts was more than 50 HU. 

With regard to algorithm pDP (Figure 6-7b), the maximum intragroup difference was 

reduced below 3 HU, which indicated that the cupping effect was eventually eliminated. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6-7: Location test results of the dynamic iodine calibration phantom (30 cm 
and 80 kVp). For the iodine inserts within the same group, their relative CT numbers with 
respect to the iodine insert nearest to the phantom center were plotted against the radial 
distance for algorithms (a) FBP and (b) pDP. 

In the phantom size test, by varying the phantom size (16, 23, 30, 37 cm) under the 

same spectrum (80 kVp), a series of projection datasets were simulated and then 

reconstructed by FBP and pDP. For each reconstructed images, the CT numbers of the iodine 

inserts in the same group were averaged and plotted against their corresponding theoretical 

iodine concentrations (Figure 6-8). Ideally, the theoretical iodine concentration curve should 

be y=26.46x+58.33, where x (mg/ml) represents the iodine concentration, 26.46 (HU∙ml/mg) is 
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the iodine concentration factor, 58.33 (HU) is the CT number of unenhanced soft tissue, and 

y (HU) represents the CT number. The theoretical curve was plotted in solid line as a 

reference. The FBP results were plotted in dashed line. Due to the BH effect, all the iodine 

concentration curves tended to be over-estimated and the slopes of those curves increased 

with decreased phantom size. In comparison, the curves derived from the pDP algorithm 

(dotted line in Figure 6-8) perfectly overlapped with the theoretical curve. Linear regression 

method was performed to compute the iodine concentration curves with a correlation 

coefficient of greater than 0.999 (Table 6-2). The high agreement of our proposed algorithm 

indicated our algorithm was independent of the patient size. 

 

Figure 6-8: Attenuation-concentration curves derived from the phantom size test. 
By varying the phantom size (square: 16 cm; circle: 23 cm; star: 30 cm; triangle: 37 cm), 
iodine concentration curves were plotted for different reconstruction algorithms (solid 
line: FBP; dotted line: pDP). All simulations in this test used the 80 kVp spectrum. 
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Table 6-2: Linear regression results of the attenuation-concentration curves 
derived from the phantom size test and spectrum test. The parameters x (mg/ml) and 
y(HU) represent the iodine concentration and the CT number, respectively. 

Simulation 
tests 

Spectrum / 
Phantom size FBP pDP 

Phantom size 
test 

  80 kVp / 16 cm y=41.23x+64.43 y=26.41x+58.06 
  80 kVp / 23 cm y=38.59x+64.48 y=26.47x+58.08 
  80 kVp / 30 cm y=35.99x+63.69 y=26.51x+57.61 
  80 kVp / 37 cm y=34.45x+63.98 y=26.54x+57.31 

Spectrum 
test 

  80 kVp / 30 cm y=35.99x+63.69 y=26.51x+57.61 
100 kVp / 30 cm y=27.12x+62.09 y=26.50x+58.15 
120 kVp / 30 cm y=21.97x+61.28 y=26.51x+58.40 
140 kVp / 30 cm y=18.45x+60.87 y=26.50x+58.67 

By varying the x-ray spectrum (80, 100, 120, 140 kVp), iodine concentration curves 

for algorithms FBP and pDP were computed and plotted in Figure 6-9. For FBP, only the 

curve derived from the 100 kVp spectrum was close to the theoretical trend and that was 

only for the phantom at 30 cm diameter. In comparison, the curves derived from pDP 

accorded with the theoretical curves very well across x-ray spectrum. The accuracy of the 

agreements can be further quantitatively reflected by the linear regression results in Table 

6-2.  
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Figure 6-9: Iodine concentration curves derived from the spectrum test. By varying 
the x-ray spectrum (square: 80 kVp; circle: 100 kVp; star: 120 kVp; triangle: 140 kVp), 
iodine concentration curves are plotted for different reconstruction algorithms (solid line: 
FBP; dotted line: pDP). All simulations in this test used the 30 cm diameter phantom. 

6.3.2 Dynamic Anthropomorphic Thorax Phantom 

The reconstruction results of the dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom are 

shown in Figure 6-10. The images reconstructed by FBP with mono-energetic spectrum (70 

keV) are presented in the first column as benchmark results. The images reconstructed by 

FBP and pDP from the same poly-energetic projection dataset (80 kVp) are presented in the 

second and third columns, respectively. The reconstructed images and relative difference 

images of the pre-contrast phase are shown in the first two rows; the reconstructed images 

and relative difference images of the post-contrast phase with the peak iodine concentration 

are shown in the third and fourth rows. The iodine maps are shown in the last row. 

In the first column of Figure 6-10, due to a mono-energetic spectrum, the images 

reconstructed by FBP (70 keV) were free of BH artifacts in the pre- and post-contrast images. 

The second column depicts the reconstruction results of FBP (80 kVp), where BH artifacts 
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severely deteriorated the image quality. For instance, the metal implant in the pre-contrast 

image resulted in strong streaks in the heart region and obscured the heart detail. Bones 

around thoracic cage resulted in visible artifacts to the neighboring soft tissue. In the post-

contrast images, other than the mentioned artifacts, the iodinate inserts lowered the 

attenuations of the breast tissue and the high concentrations of contrast in the left chamber 

blood pool and descending aorta severely impacted the attenuation density in myocardium. 

The relative images of the pre- and post-contrast images visually show the error 

distributions. Fat and breast tissues tended to be under-estimated, but bones and iodinated 

regions tended to be over-estimated. The iodine map in the last row was contaminated by 

the bright and dark streaks and the shape of some iodine inserts were not correctly 

reconstructed. 

The images in the last row were reconstructed by pDP (80 kVp). In comparison with 

FBP (80 kVp), the artifacts induced by the bones, the metal implant, and the iodinated 

contrast agent were completed eliminated in both pre- and post-contrast images. The image 

appearance was almost the same with that reconstructed by FBP (70 keV). The relative 

difference images yielded uniformly negligible values. The iodine map in the last row 

correctly reflected the iodine distribution. The values of the voxels originally containing 

bones were slightly less than zero probably caused by noise.  
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Figure 6-10: Reconstruction results of the dynamic anthropomorphic thorax 
phantom. 
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Figure 6-11 depicts the CT number error profiles of the iodine TACs/TCCs in 

different iodinated regions, i.e., lung, fat, breast, and heart. For FBP (Figure 6-11a), as the 

average diameter of the dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom was approximately 30 

cm, iodine concentration curve y=35.99x+63.69 (Table 6-2) was applied to reduce the errors of 

the CT numbers and the iodine concentrations. However, only the error profile of the 

iodinated heart was close to zero values, which benefited from the same background tissue 

with the iodine calibration phantom. Because the shape and the structure of the thorax 

phantom were different from those of the iodine calibration phantom, discrepancies were 

still observable. Among all the body tissues, as the attenuation property of the lung tissue 

deviated most from that of soft tissue, the error profile of lung yielded highest deviations. 

The error profile of breast tissue also had a similar error magnitude with that of lung, which 

was caused by the cupping effect (Figure 6-11a). If iodine concentration curves were not 

applied, those curves would have had even larger errors. For FBP, the maximum error was 

more than 40 HU, i.e., 1.1 mg/cc in iodine concentration. Improvement in the error profiles 

was evident by using pDP algorithm, and all error profiles were close to zero values. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 6-11: CT number error profiles of the TACs/TCCs for the iodine inserts in 
lung (square), fat (circle), breast (star), and heart (triangle) as defined in the dynamic 
anthropomorphic thorax phantom (Figure 6-3(b)) for (a) FBP and (b) pDP. 

Figure 6-12 depicts the CT number error profiles of the four ROIs as defined in the 

dynamic anthropomorphic phantom. For FBP (Figure 6-12a), large deviations caused by BH 

effect could be observed in the basal wall of the left heart chamber and the maximum 

deviation was as large as -42 HU. The lateral wall also had relative large deviation, which 

was probably due to the metal artifacts. The BH enhancement of the other two ROIs was 

relatively small. By contrast, the BH across all ROIs disappeared with the case of pDP 

(Figure 6-12b). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6-12: CT number error profiles due to BH enhancement in the four ROIs as 
defined in Figure 6-5. in the dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom for algorithms (a) 
FBP and (b) pDP. 

6.4 Discussion 

We developed a novel segmentation-free poly-energetic dynamic perfusion imaging 

algorithm (pDP). There are four important features that distinguish our algorithms from the 

others [29, 33]. First, pDP can model the attenuation properties of diverse base materials (e.g., 

lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, bone, implant metal, and iodine) within the reconstruction 

process. Thus we can effectively eliminate the beam hardening artifacts, greatly reduce metal 

artifacts, and also significantly improve the accuracy of the reconstruction results. Second, 

for each post-contrast phase, the iodine projections can be obtained by linearization and be 

used directly to reconstruct artifact-free iodine maps. As the reconstructed iodine maps can 

realistically reflect the iodine concentrations, it is not necessary to pre-compute the iodine 

concentration curves for different spectra and different size phantoms. Third, not limited to 
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blood-iodine mixtures, the proposed perfusion algorithm can be applied to lung, fat, and 

breast perfusion exams. Finally, as no segmentation is required in our method, 

misinterpretations of the voxel types due to the threshold-based segmentation method can 

be avoided. 

In this work, two phantoms were used to validate the proposed algorithm, i.e., a 

dynamic iodine calibration phantom and a dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom. The 

dynamic iodine calibration phantom was used to investigate the reconstruction stabilities of 

the iodinated contrast agent in terms of various influential factors (i.e., iodine location, 

phantom size, and x-ray spectrum). The simulation results showed that, for the widely used 

FBP-based perfusion algorithm, the errors of the iodine concentration factor (HU∙ml/mg) 

were in a large range (i.e., [-8.01, 14.77]), which indicated that the iodine concentration curve 

highly depended on these influential factors, making it necessary to apply the pre-calibrated 

iodine concentration curve to reduce the errors. In contrast, the proposed method accurately 

modeled the attenuation properties of iodine, so that the error range was reduced to [-0.05, 

0.08], effectively eliminating the BH effect. 

A realistic dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom was utilized to further 

investigate the reconstruction performance of the proposed algorithm. The simulation 

results showed that, for FBP, the reconstructed images suffered from severe BH artifacts 

caused by bone, iodine, and metal implant. The strong artifacts seriously affected the 

accuracy of the CT numbers. For example, the deviation of the time-attenuation curves of the 
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soft tissue around the left heart chamber was as large as -40 HU. Though iodine 

concentration curve was applied to the iodine inserts, the errors of the voxel values was still 

larger than 40 HU, which was equivalent to a 1.1 mg/ml deviation in iodine concentration. 

There are two major reasons for this large discrepancy. First, the strong cupping artifacts 

could significantly affect the iodinated tissues near the periphery the patient body. Second, 

as the iodine concentration curves were mainly derived from iodinated blood or soft tissue, 

the errors could be introduced when applying those curves to other iodinated tissues. For 

pDP, the BH artifacts due to bone and iodine were completely eliminated and the metal 

artifacts were also greatly reduced. The quantitative results showed that the time-

attenuation curves of both soft tissue ROIs and different iodinated tissues could be 

accurately derived. 

One limitation of the proposed algorithm is that it requires that the scanned organs 

are relatively stationary or the possible motions can be corrected by the registration 

algorithms. In general, the motion is either voluntary respiratory motion or involuntary 

cardiac motion. The respiratory motion can be minimized by breath holding, respiratory-

gating technique [136, 137], or respiratory correlated reconstruction technique [138]. The 

impact of the cardiac motion can be reduced by the ECG-gating technique [139-141], which 

ensures that the acquisition and reconstruction window is selected at the same interval of the 

ECG. For the cerebral perfusion, as head can be immobilized by forehead and chin straps, 

the patient motions are generally negligible. 
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Two smoothing kernels were used in this work. In this study, it was not necessary to 

optimize these filters, as the purpose of this work was to eliminate beam hardening effect 

and not to improve the noise properties of the images as affected by the choice of the 

smoothing kernels. In the future, we intend to utilize adaptive smoothing kernels to reduce 

image noise while keeping sharp edges or anatomical structures intact. Furthermore, we 

plan to statistically model the Poisson distribution of the quantum noise [50, 92, 131] into the 

reconstruction algorithm to further suppress image noise. 

6.5 Conclusions 

We have presented a poly-energetic dynamic perfusion imaging algorithm (pDP). 

Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively eliminate BH artifacts 

and accurately reconstruct the iodine map regardless of the phantom size, spectrum, location, 

and background tissue type. Future work will include noise reduction potentials of the 

proposed algorithm. 
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Chapter 7 

7 Conclusions and Future Directions 

7.1 Summary of the Major Findings 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is an important imaging modality in medical 

applications, and will continue to be in the future. Its usage has dramatically increased over 

the last two decades. As CT scans become more ubiquitous, it becomes more important that 

the CT quality can be standardized and robust. For example, to enable robust quantitative 

imaging, the ever present beam hardening artifacts (BHAs) should be better mitigated with 

advanced reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis work was to offer 

new reconstruction algorithms based on fundamental x-ray physics to enhance quantitative 

CT images. 

A key requirement to minimize BHAs is full knowledge of x-ray spectrum. In 

Chapter 3, an accurate estimation technique of x-ray spectrum for clinical CT systems was 

developed. Compared with previous transmission measurement techniques, the proposed 

method can reconstruct incident spectra across a wide range of angular trajectories by using 

a single cylindrical phantom and a single axial scan. The average absolute mean energy 

differences (MEDs) and the normalized root mean square differences (NRMSDs) from the 

actual spectra across kVp settings and angular trajectories were less than 0.61 keV and 3.41%, 
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respectively, which indicated the high assessment accuracy and stability of the proposed 

technique. 

With an accurate estimation of the x-ray spectra, a fast poly-energetic iterative FBP 

(piFBP) algorithm was proposed in Chapter 4 by incorporating the physical properties of the 

x-ray beams, the materials in the human body, and the detectors. Compared with FBP, for an 

anthropomorphic phantom (25 cm in diameter) using a 80 kVp spectrum, the algorithm 

yielded a reduction in the maximum value of the beam-hardening indices (BIdx’s) of body 

tissues from 15.9 to 0.3. The corresponding value for an implant metal (i.e., Titanium) was 

23.3 to 1.3. We believe the fast reconstruction speed and excellent performance of the 

proposed algorithm make it suitable for clinical applications on the current single spectrum 

CT scanners. 

Chapter 4 dealt with non-iodinated examinations. However, a large majority of CT 

examinations are done with iodine. Among those, in myocardial CT perfusion, iodinated 

contrast agent is administered to the patient through intravenous injection to increase the 

absorption of x-rays and to enhance the visibility of cardiovascular structures. Iodine is a 

high-attenuation material and can result in substantial BHAs. As Iodine has a prominent K-

edge within the x-ray energy spectrum and possesses different attenuation properties for 

body tissues, a poly-energetic SART (pSART) reconstruction algorithm was proposed in 

Chapter 5 to account for the special attenuation properties of the blood-iodine mixtures of 

various concentrations. The simulation results from an anthropomorphic phantom (23 cm in 
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diameter) with an 80 kVp spectrum showed that the maximum error of concentrations of the 

iodinated inserts was significantly reduced from 7.50 mg/ml for SART to 0.03 mg/ml for 

pSART.  

In Chapter 6, another perfusion algorithm (i.e., segmentation-free poly-energetic 

dynamic perfusion imaging algorithm [pDP]) was proposed, which can account for the 

attenuation properties of the mixtures of iodine and various body tissues. Therefore, pDP 

could be applied to all perfusion exams, such as myocardial perfusion exam, lung perfusion 

exam, breast perfusion exam, and head perfusion exam, etc. The maximum error of iodine 

concentrations were reduced from 1.10 mg/ml (FBP) to 0.05 mg/ml (pDP). One limitation of 

pDP was that the scanned patient must be motionless or the motions can be corrected, as the 

pre-contrast measurements were used as a priori information. 

7.2 Future Work 

The proposed spectral estimation technique can estimate the post-bowtie x-ray 

spectra across angular trajectories of the imaging field of view. However, due to the various 

sources of noise, small variations are observable for different kVp settings (Figure 3-14). In 

order to reduce variations and to obtain more accurate spectra, the following two 

approaches can be applied based on the available information about the bowtie filters. 

1) If the knowledge of the bowtie filters (such as the attenuation properties and the 

geometry information) is known, that knowledge can be incorporated into the system 

matrix (Eq. 3-3) to reconstruct the unique pre-bowtie spectrum. 
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2) Otherwise, the smoothness and continuity properties of the bowtie filter can be used as a 

regularization term in Eq. 3-6 to reduce the spectrum variation.  

As regards to the poly-energetic reconstruction, the following can be of value for 

future studies.  

1) The proposed algorithms were only implemented and validated in axial mode. It is 

necessary to extend those algorithms to helical mode to cover both CT acquisition 

geometries. 

2) It is feasible to track the transformation of the spectra across all angular trajectories based 

on the proposed poly-energetic ray-tracing method. This spectrum information can be 

further incorporated with additional physics components mentioned in Chapter 1 (e.g., 

scattering) to improve the spatial resolution, to reduce Compton scatter effect, and to 

suppress noise.  

3) Based on the proposed algorithms, consistent and simplified image quality assessment 

techniques can be developed, so that the image quality parameters, such as material 

contrast and modulation transfer function (MTF) would not be affected by the currently 

influential factors, such as patient size and x-ray spectrum. 

4) With the new image quality assessment techniques, new image quality optimization 

techniques can be established to reduce radiation dose while maintaining the image 

quality for diagnosis. 
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Appendix A Quantum Noise Analysis of A 
Clinical CT Scanner 

This appendix aims to validate the statistical properties of the quantum noise and to 

determine the post-bowtie photon numbers across the detector angle of a clinical CT scanner 

(Siemens Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany). 

A.1 Statistical Model 

Previous investigations [2] have revealed that there are two principal noise sources, 

i.e., x-ray quantum noise and system electronic noise. The former is caused by the 

fluctuation of photon number and follows Poisson distribution. The latter is due to the 

electronic fluctuations within the electronic components, such as the detector photodiode, 

and follows normal distribution. At large mAs settings, electronic noise is usually negligible. 

In this study, as the current intensities were larger than 17 mAs, we assumed negligible 

electronic noise and a monochromatic x-ray spectrum. The method described in paper [87] 

was adopted for the following quantum noise analysis. 

The quantum noise in the transmission data can be expressed as 

 ( )i iN Poisson  ,  A-1 

where 𝜆 is the average number of incident x-ray photons and the sub-index indicates the 𝑖-th 

detector element. The mean measurement of the line integral (𝑝𝚤� ) can be expressed in 

logarithmic format as 
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where index 𝑁𝑜𝑖  indicates the averaged post-bowtie photon number to the i-th detector 

element without being attenuated by patient body. By using the Taylor expansion, it was 

shown by Macovski [142] that the relationship between the mean (𝑝𝚤� ) and variance (𝜎𝑝𝑖) of 

the line integral can be expressed with the following simple formula: 
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The above equation indicates that, for a given mAs, by measuring the statistical properties of 

the quantum noise of the line integrals, we can determine the post-bowtie photon numbers 

across all angular trajectories.  

A.2 Phantom Experiment 

A phantom experiment was performed using an anthropomorphic phantom (Figure 

A-1, Kyoto Chest Phantom, Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd, Japan) on a clinical CT scanner (Siemens 

Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany). The data acquisition protocols 

included a tube voltage of 120 kVp and a rotation speed of 0.5 s per rotation. Four different 

mAs values were used, i.e., 17, 40, 60, 80 mAs. For each mAs value, the CT scanner rotated 

100 times in axial mode. Each rotation was composed of 1152 projection views evenly spaced 

on a circular orbit. Each projection view contained 736 data elements corresponding to the 

736 detector elements. The detector bin spacing was 1.286 mm. The detector arrays were on 
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an arc concentric to the x-ray source with a distance of 1085.6 mm. The distance from the x-

ray source to the rotation center was 595.0 mm. 

With the measurement results, we computed the statistical properties of the 

quantum noise and determined the experimental curves of the post-bowtie photons across 

the detector angle with Eq. A-3. Based on the pre-bowtie spectrum (120 kVp) and the bowtie 

filters provided by the manufacture (Siemens Healthcare, Germany), the reference curves of 

the post-bowtie photon numbers were derived. For each mAs setting, the reference curve 

was further scaled by a multiplying factor, so that the mean photon number of the scaled 

curve equaled the mean number of the corresponding estimated post-bowtie photons. The 

averaged normalized root mean square differences (NRMSDs) across detectors were 

computed to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the experimental results. 

 

Figure A-1: A photo of the anthropomorphic Kyoto phantom. 
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A.3 Results 

Based on the quantum noise analysis, the post-bowtie photon numbers across 

detectors (i.e., angles) at different mAs settings are plotted in Figure A-2. The experimental 

curves derived from the measured noise (red curves) had a good agreement with the 

reference curves (black curves). The averaged NRMSDs spread within a small range of [3.5%, 

4.8%]. The small deviations could be caused by various factors, such as poly-energetic 

spectrum, the variation of the detector modules, the mismatch of the rotational angle 

between repeated scans, or the electronic noise. 

With the experimental results, the linear relationship between the maximum post-

bowtie photon numbers and mAs values was further computed by linear regression as 

 max 1209N mAs  .  A-4 
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Figure A-2: An illustration of the post-bowtie photon numbers (𝑵𝒊 ) across 
detectors from 100 repeated measurements at four different mAs settings. The 
experimental (based on noise measurements, Eq. A-3) and reference curves are plotted in 
red and black colors, respectively. 

Table A-1: The averaged normalized root mean square differences (NRMSDs) at 
the four different mAs levels. 

mAs 17 mAs 40 mAs 60 mAs 80 mAs 
Averaged NRMSD 3.9% 3.5% 3.6% 4.8% 
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Figure A-3: The linear regression results of the maximum post-bowtie photon 
number at the four different mAs levels. 

A.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

We validated the mean-variance relationship of formula Eq. A-3 across detectors at 

different mAs settings. The averaged NRMSDs with respect to the reference post-bowtie 

photon numbers derived from the measured noise values were less than 4.8%. This result is 

accurate enough for the simulation purpose. If the poly-energetic spectrum and the statistical 

properties of electron noise are accounted for [143], the NRMSDs can be further reduced. 
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Appendix B Impact of the Detector Systematic 
Error 

The purpose of this appendix is to report a supplemental study on the impact of the 

detector systematic error to the reconstruction algorithms (i.e., FBP and piFBP). 

B.1 Detector Systematic Error 

The systematic error (𝑟𝑖) of the i-th detector channel can be defined as a scaling error, 

i.e., 

 (1 )i i iY r Y  , B-1 

where 𝑌𝑖  is the expected photon number and 𝑌�𝑖  is the actual measured photon number 

contaminated with the systematic error 𝑟𝑖. Several sources can contribute to this systematic 

error, such as detector offset (induced by dark currents), detector gain, or radiation damage 

[1]. Air scans are often performed to measure the systematic errors for calibration. If not 

corrected, such errors, present in all projections, may result in artifacts. 

B.2 Simulations 

An virtual oval phantom (Figure 4-2) consisting of lung, fat, breast, soft tissue, and 

bone (1200 mg/cc) was used for our simulation. Generally, the detector systematic errors 

often follow a Gaussian distribution (mean=0) with the magnitude of the standard deviation 

across different detector channels less than 1.0% [1]. Based on this upper boundary, three 
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poly-energetic projection datasets were simulated with the standard deviation magnitudes 

of the systematic errors of 0.0%, 0.5% and 1.0%, respectively. The beam hardening index 

(BIdx) and noise index (NIdx) defined in Chapter 4 (Eq. 4-22 and Eq. 4-23) were used to 

quantify the image quality of the reconstructed images. 

All the simulations used the same 80 kVp spectrum and the projections were 

reconstructed by both FBP and piFBP. The CT geometry was the same as that of the clinical 

CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany) described in 

Table C-1 (Appendix C). 

B.3 Results 

The reconstruction results are shown in Figure B-1. Compared with FBP, piFBP 

eliminated the beam hardening artifacts. This improvement is quantitatively reflected in 

Table B-1. The BIdx range was reduced from [-1.8, 10.4] for FBP to [-0.2, 0.1] for piFBP. With 

the increase of the systematic error, ring artifacts gradually appeared in the images 

reconstructed by FBP and piFBP. The quantitative results in Table B-1 indicated that the 

BIdx’s of FBP and piFBP were almost unaffected by the systematic errors. For each algorithm, 

the largest discrepancy of BIdx’s for different levels of systematic errors was less than 0.2. 

That is because BIdx mainly characterizes the deviation of the mean voxel values, and the 

influence of the ring artifacts was masked by the average calculation. In contrast, the 

maximum value of NIdx’s increased from 1.4 for no systematic error (0.0%) to 4.7 for the 
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systematic error of 1.0%. This strong correlation was due to the fact that the NIdx quantifies 

the variation of the voxel values. 

Systematic error (0.0%) Systematic error (0.5%) Systematic error (1.0%) 

  

 

Figure B-1: Reconstructed images (window level = 25 HU; window width = 150 HU) 
with systematic error of different levels, i.e., (a) 0.0%, (b) 0.5%, (c) 1.0%. 

Table B-1: Quantitative results (BIdx/NIdx) of the oval phantom for different 
systematic error levels, materials, and reconstruction algorithms. 

Algorithm Systematic error Lung Fat Breast Soft 
tissue Bone 

FBP 
0.0% -1.6/1.4 -1.8/0.4 -1.0/0.3 0.1/0.6 10.4/0.4 
0.5% 1.4/3.1 -1.7/0.7 -1.0/0.5 -0.1/0.9 10.4/0.4 
1.0% 1.6/3.6 -1.7/1.1 -1.0/1.3 -0.0/1.3 10.4/0.5 

piFBP 
0.0% 0.0/1.7 -0.1/0.5 -0.1/0.4 0.0/0.5 0.1/ 0.3 
0.5% -0.2/3.1 -0.1/0.7 -0.1/0.6 -0.1/0.9 0.1/ 0.4 
1.0% 0.1/4.7 -0.2/1.0 -0.1/1.0 -0.2/1.3 0.1/ 0.5 
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B.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The simulations in this appendix validated the robustness of the proposed algorithm, 

piFBP, in terms of beam hardening artifacts against systematic errors. For two different 

magnitudes of systematic errors, the variation of BIdx’s was less than 0.2. Even though beam 

hardening artifacts were eliminated, the ring artifacts were introduced and the NIdx’s had a 

strong positive correlation with the magnitude of the systematic errors. 
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Appendix C GPU-based Simulation Platform 

Based on manufacturer-provided information of the Somatom Definition Flash (SDF) 

scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany), this work involves the development of a GPU-

based simulation platform, which is composed of two major components, i.e., a projection 

simulation component and a reconstruction component. 

This simulation platform facilitated validating our poly-energetic reconstruction 

algorithms in four ways.  

1) It enabled us to completely control the x-ray spectrum, such that mono-energetic 

projections could be simulated, with which images could be reconstructed and used as a 

benchmark (e.g., the oval phantom simulation in the validation section of Chapter 4).  

2) Physical parameters (such as scatter radiation and focal spot size) could be eliminated, 

such that we could only focus on the beam hardening effect due to the poly-energetic 

spectrum.  

3) The dynamic process of the iodinated contrast agent in various body tissues in CT 

perfusion exams could be accurately controlled and modeled for quantitative analysis 

(e.g., Chapter 6), which is difficult through a physical experiment.  

4) As our simulation platform is driven by GPU, dozens of simulation tasks (e.g., about 50 

simulations were performed in Chapter 4) could be automatically and sequentially 
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simulated in batch processing mode, which enabled us to investigate the influence of 

diverse influential factors (such as phantom size, spectral type, mismatch spectra, and 

anatomic region, etc.) to the reconstruction stability of the proposed algorithms. 

C.1 Projection Simulation Component 

Given a voxelized phantom (e.g., Figure 4-2), the projection simulation component 

can compute accurate poly-energetic projections based on Eq. 2-6. The following items detail 

the important features of our projection simulation component. 

1) The CT geometry of the SDF scanner was modeled; 

2) The pre-bowtie poly-energetic spectra provided by the manufacturer were incorporated; 

3) The properties of the bowtie filter provided by the manufacturer (such as, material, 

shape and position) were modeled to account for the angle-dependent change of the 

post-bowtie spectra; 

4) The energy-dependent attenuation properties of the materials of the scanned object 

were modeled [46]; 

5) The detector absorption ratio provided by the manufacturer was modeled; 

6) Quantum noise corresponding to 4.0 x 105 photons per detector pixel was added to the 

projection data; 

7) Separable footprint method [4, 144] was adopted to reduce the influence of the voxel 

size and detector size; 
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8) The projection simulation component was coded in GPU, such that a dataset of 2,304 

projections could be generated within 2 seconds. 

Typical simulation parameters used are listed in Table C-1. The accuracy of the 

projection simulation component is reflected in Chapter 3. For example, the simulated 

transmission measurements showed a good agreement with the experimental transmission 

measurements in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. If the un-attenuated measurement is 1 (Eq. 3-1), 

the estimated error with polyethylene was only 0.002, which was determined by computing 

the standard deviation of the transmission measurements within the 1 mm interval centered 

at the intersection length of 137 mm (Figure 3-9). 

Table C-1: Parameters used in the simulations. 

Parameter name Value 
Source-to-detector distance (mm) 1085.6 

Source-to-object distance (mm) 595.0 
Number of detector bins 736 

Detector size at iso-center (mm2) 0.60 x 0.60 
Total photon number per detector bin 4.0 x 105 

Number of energy bins 280 
Energy bin size 0.5 keV 

Pixel size of the phantoms (mm2) 0.20 x 0.20 
Pixel size of the reconstructed images (mm2) 0.40 x 0.40 

Number of projections  2304 

C.2 Reconstruction Component 

The reconstruction component included five GPU-driven reconstruction algorithms, 

i.e., Filtered Backprojection algorithm (FBP) [1, 119], simultaneous algebraic reconstruction 

technique (SART) [119, 121], , poly-energetic iterative FBP (piFBP, Chapter 4), poly-energetic 
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SART (pSART, Chapter 5), and poly-energetic dynamic perfusion algorithm (pDP, Chapter 

6). 

To investigate the accuracy of our reconstruction component, we compared the 

image reconstructed by the SDF scanner (Figure C-1.a) and the image reconstructed by our 

FBP algorithm (Figure C-1.b) using the same experimental projection dataset. The voxel 

value differences in terms of CT number were less than 1.5 HU. This small difference might 

be due to the difference of the filters. Therefore, the FBP algorithm in the reconstruction 

component could be used as a benchmark algorithm in our simulations. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure C-1: Comparison of the image reconstructed by (a) SDF scanner and our 
own FBP algorithm using the same projection dataset acquired with Mercury phantom 
[85]. 
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